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Vote for yourself for a change
(Your only good option is World Socialism)

Socialists advocate the use ofthe ballot by a classconscious working

class (a term we useall-inclusively) toreplace capitalism with socialism.

This is the only option with any revolutionary implications. You
should vote for the elimination of production for profit and the ending

of the class division of society, rather than for proposals to make these

more viable; least of all should you vote simply for candidates (on any

grounds)* While it is true a ballot marked "World Socialism" will most

likely be discarded, voting for those whose candidacies are in fact a

denial of the need for making a real change seems like an even better

way to waste your vote—-don't you agree?

A common anxiety among eligible voters in a democracy

is, "Doesmy vote really count? Will it make a differenceT To

avoid wasting your vote (again), it's only fair to ask yourself

what you are voting for and what you really want out of life.

In the present political climate of these United States, it is

an easy bet you will not find a single candi-

date on your ballot who will support (or can

even conceive of) reorganizing society along

lines other than buying and selling. Whether

they be Democrats, Republicans, Libertarians

or a candidate from some other party, all they

can offer you is more suffering—more of the

same day-to-day restricted access to the very

things your survival depends on. Little won-

der that a feeling of uselessness and futility

grows for an increasing number ofvoters from

one election to the next.

Something isobviously,horrendouslywrong

with the whole civic exercise. You don't have

to look far to find out why, either. Just take

a general look around at the choices in this

flourishing democracy.

V The Democrats , who generally hoodwink voters into

voting for them on the argument that government can serve

as a regulator of capitalism's harsh breakdowns and human

neglect to provide a decent standard ofliving—even a higher

standard of living under a robust economy guided by their be-

nevolent government intervention. Government increases

capitalism's capacity

to meet people's

needs.

V The Republi-

cans, who on the

other hand con

voters into voting

for them by arguing

that government

pressures actually

lead to the collapse

of capital's expan-

sion; that a secure,

unsurpassed life-
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style can best be expressed through a private sector less fet-

tered by the government. Freedom for free enterprise!

V All other political parties—leftist, rightist and points

in between—who advocate more individual input into pro-

ducing a more dynamic buying and selling culture. For all

their progressivism, these "alternative" parties would still

lock us into one variation or another of the buying and sell-

ing system: Grassroots capital acquisition!

Needless to say, all of the above prescriptions for a "just"

system of buying and selling are exercises in futile utopian-

ism. Wage-slaves will find no solution in shuffling their

shackles. Choose between capitalism and capitalism and you

are sure to get capitalism; your social status as a wage-slave

will remain unchanged.

Many people vote for

candidates they con-

sider "electable," only to

find they are perpetuat-

ing their own status as

losers. We, the major-

ity, need to instill an-

other choice into the

existing "democratic

process": us winning

and them losing!

The only effective

game plan for a success-

ful democracy is social-

ism, a system of society

featuring unrestricted

access to all goods and services. In socialism people will be

able to regulate the production and distribution ofwealth di-

rectly and democratically (since goods and services will be

neither bought and sold nor bartered) by simply "voting" for

what they need, without having to work for the privilege.

Under the present system, they are forced to "vote" in the

marketplace with ballots weighted by how much money they

can earn, with the lowest incomes having no clout at all.

By writing "WORLD SOCIALISM'' across your next

ballot, you will contribute your vote to an historically louden-

ing chorus whose demands cannot ultimately be denied. The

generations before you have until now chosen capitalism. As

socialists we ask in good faith, "Is this the type of world you

really want?"

Once more in 1 992 the choice will be yours as the country's

owning class re-opens the floodgates of electoral persuasion.

Don't make the same mistake again by voting for or against

their candidates—or abstaining in disgust. Vote for a society

without wages, profits or class divisions; vote for yourself!

—WJ Lawrimore
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Unscientific Socialism
A re-reading of a failed ideology

In the firs tpartofthis article , we examined the essentially bourgeois character ofLenin's views on class con-

sciousness and the autocratic s tyle ofBolshevik reformism (as he expounds theminWhat is to be Done ? ( J )

,

a seminal work in the history of Russian reformism) . Part U will look at the special role played by the latter

in laying the foundations for an alternative format of capital accumulation and how this made the Bolshevik

program not only useless to the working class but also a pernicious drain on its energy. The key element of

Lenin's "organization of revolutionaries"—a critical one in the battle to gain control of surplus-value

production in Russia—was its abhorrence of democracy , both within the party and through the party's

monopoly of the government. (Since this article was written, the Leninist "U.S.S.R. " has disappeared.)

Part II

Socialism and Democracy
A major blemish on Lenin's supposed

Marxism is his conception of"economic"

and "political" work. In What is to be

Done? he conducts a wearisome and

never-ending polemic against the

"Economism" of two journals- in-exile,

Workers' Cause (Rabocheye Dyeb) and

Workers' Thought (Rabochaya Mysl):

"The overwhelming majority of Rus-

sian Social-Democrats have oflate been

almost entirely absorbed by this work of

organising the exposure of factory

conditions....They have lost sight of

the fact that this, taken by itself, is in

essence still not Social-Democratic

work, but merely trade-union

work... .Not only must Social-Demo-

crats not confine themselves exclusively

to the economic struggle, but... they

must not allow the organisation of eco-

nomic exposures to become the pre-

dominant part of their activities. We
must take up actively the political edu-

cation of the working class and the de-

velopment of its political conscious-

ness" (pp 56-57, "Trade-Unionist Poli-

tics and Social-Democratic Politics").

Taken out of context, this is sensible

enough; the charge against the "Econo-

mists" was that they were sidetracking

the movement by not responding to

new conditions (i.e., the increasing

militance of the workers). The problem

is, however, precisely the context in

which Lenin made these remarks. If the

term "revolution" conveys no more than

a sum total of technical procedures,

then he was certainly—compared to his

opponents—a revolutionary. But revo-

lutions, to a much greater extent, serve

a social purpose, and standing up Lenin's

writings against those of Karl Marx, the

tenor of his ideas is unmistakably re-

formist, not revolutionary.

This becomes more readily apparent

when seen against the backdrop ofSocial

Democracy's evolution in the last quar-

ter of the 19th century.

The early socialists did not systemati-

cally distinguish between "economic

work" and "political work." Back in

1875, when after six years the Eisenach -

ers (the Social Democratic Workers'

Party ofGermany, whom Engels called

"our Party" in connection with Marx's

critique of the Gotha Program) (2)

merged with the Lassalleans to form the

Socialist Workers' Party, it had seemed

like a good idea to include a package of

political and economic reforms—the

"minimum program" (not that it made

Marx or Engels very happy). It would

serve to interest workers (the new party

believed) in the larger objective of to-

tally eliminating capital and wage la-

bor. This casual distinction ofthe 1870s,

under the swelling influx ofopportunis-

tic new members in the 90s, became

transformed into a systematicallyworked

out division ofparty labor. The "crisis of

Social Democracy" reached the surface

when the founding members realized

the dilemma they had created for them-

selves; but, in the end, German Social

Democracy as a whole went over little

by little to a policy ofeconomic and po-

litical reform. The door which had

seemed to be opening out on a socialist

revolution became once again locked

shut*

The economic struggle

Obviously, if this had happened to

the most advanced party claiming to

stand for socialism, the Russian variety

did not stand a much better chance. In

fact, it did a good deal worse, all things
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considered* In his book Lenin jumps on

A.S. Martynov for making a statement

in a Workers' Cause article ("the Social-

Democrats are now confronted with the

task of lending the economic struggle

itself, as far as possible, a political char-

acter," p 58). Through nearly forty

pages Lenin hounds this quotation,

proving that political exposure is more

"revolutionary" than playing trade-un-

ionist. His solution to the crisis of

Social Democracy is to concentrate on

broad-based political work, reachingout

to other social classes (as discussed in

Parti of this series).

The difficulty, however, is that the

very distinction itself implies the su-

premacy of the economic work; for the

predominantly political activi-

ties (considered as purely techni-

cal procedures) which Lenin en-

visions are but indirect routes to

economic reforms. How else

would one describe a successful

bourgeois-democratic revolution *f

(which at that time Lenin still ~J

supported), particularly one ob-

ligated to a policy ofradical agrar-

ian reform? It is easy to see what

would happen to the material

interests of the working class at

that point: lacking the ability to

directly abolish commodity exchange,

the new regime would be forced to pro-

ceed with the capitalization of peasant

agriculture, thus converting its benefi-

ciaries into a new class of, well, capital-

ists. This is essentially the course that

events did take after the November

Revolution. In point of fact, ideology

changes absolutely nothing (entirely

apart from its being unscientific in the

first place). Where capital is accumu-

lated and wages are paid, there you still

have capitalism, even when it is man-

aged exclusively by the state, and no

matter how it may be rationalized.

No socialist revolution

Wages are a social relation, and unless

they are directly abolished as a result of

the deliberate and considered support

of the majority, political technique

counts for nothing. Since tsarist Russia

had only developed a very meagre (if

thriving) wages system at the turn ofthe

century, it follows that such a revolu-

tion could not then have taken place.

There was no economic basis for one.

Lenin nowhere in any of his writings

actually proposes abolishing the wages

system—and with good reason.

Lenin's was at best a simplistic and in-

complete grasp of the fact that a social-

ist party, as a political party, is one that

makes use of the social, economic and

political data generated in great profu-

sion by capitalism itself, to show work-

ers why they ought to get rid of it. In

proposing to recapitalize Russian indus-

try and agriculture, Lenin advanced little

beyond the backward and boorish con-

ceptions of the Russian bourgeoisie and

in the process demonstrated little so-

phistication at appreciatingwhatmakes

a socialist movement run: native work-

ing-class intelligence. Yet his theoreti-

cal contribution to the spread of capi-

talism (the Worker-Peasant Alliance)

was not a small one; indeed, one can

only marvel at the energy and ingenuity

with which he set about construing

economic reform as political revolu-

tion. He spared not even the language

of his own polemics.

Although he showed an extraordi-

nary penchant for the unintelligent,

repetitive use of terms coined by Karl

Marx, what Lenin really discovered was

a method for enabling the capitalist

class, under the most adverse condi-

tions, to metamorphose itself into a

party pursuing economic reforms via

political insurrection. Since such a

course could only apply (realistically)

in mainly agricultural countries, natu-

rally this breakthrough proved ulti-

mately most successful in places like

China, Vietnam, Cuba and Southern

Africa.

We cannot really blame the workers

and peasants of these countries—then

largely agrarian—for losing their heads

over it. Lenin's perversion of Marxism

originated as basically just a functional

devicewhich allowed a narrow clique of

elitists (future investors) in 1917 to sell

a peasant majority on becoming farm-

workers (later on, their employees). It

lasted, everywhere it was tried, until the

Leninists had finally transformed the

conditions that had given rise to their

own formula. In the end, as we see from

the sequel, it reduces to the plain

old reformist contention that

capitalism can be made to bene-

fit the working class.

In a book which you might

imagine had a lot to do with the

working class freeing itself from

the grinding curse of surplus-

value, Lenin scarcely even men-

tions it. In a work which pur-

ports to deal with the basics of

organizing a socialist movement,

so little direct connection does

this have with the exploitation

ofwage labor, that neither surplus-value

nor production for use figure in the

book as fundamental concepts which

the "organization of revolutionaries" is

supposed to publicize! Lenin's lack of

interest in democracy and his fascina-

tion with the technique of action belie

a bourgeois-student preoccupation with

theory and a corresponding lack of a

sense of (working class) reality.

Butperhaps Lenin's ignorance ofwhat

every worker knows is best brought into

focus with his notion ofthe professional

revolutionary.

(i) It may be that the English transla-

tor only fell asleep at the typewriter, but

on one page Lenin seems to make the

following peculiar statement: "The time

has come," he says, "when Russian revo-

lutionaries, guided by a genuinely revo-

lutionary theory, relying upon the genu-

inely revolutionary and spontaneously
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awakening class, can at last—at long

last!—rise to full stature in all their

giant strength" (p 105, "The Primitive-

ness of the Economists and the Organ-

isation of the Revolutionaries"). The
revolutionaries! How oddly this con-

flicts with Marx's own "giant body of

the proletariat"! And relying upon the

genuinely revolutionary class (to help it

accomplish its aims)? For sheer, un-

democratic authoritarianism the soph-

istry of this passage is hard to beat. The
"organization ofrevolutionaries" sounds

like nothing so much as an ideal board

of directors in a corporate enterprise, in

all its giant strength....

(ii) There is something else that

smells fishy about the giant stature of

these Carnegies of socialism. "To be

fully prepared for his task," writes Lenin,

"the worker-revolutionary must like-

wise become a professional revolution-

ary." Hence, he judges, it is wrong to say

that "since the worker spends eleven

and a halfhours in the factory, the brunt

of all other revolutionary functions

(apart from agitation) 'must necessarily

fall upon the shoulders of an extremely

small force of intellectuals'" (p 129).

And, furthermore, "a worker-agitator

who is at all gifted and 'promising' must

not be left to work eleven hours a day in

a factory" (p 130).

Revolutions, Incorporated
The cliche about where the money's

going to come from begins to take on a

rather sinister dimension here. Obvi-

EASTERN EUROPE
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events in eastern europe

THE SOCIALIST PARTY

ously , aside from contributions from sym-

pathetic liberals, businessmen and other

well-heeled individuals, the bulk of in-

come for the "organization of revolu-

tionaries" is going to come out of the

pockets of the workers, and probably

also of peasants who can be talked into

giving. Any intelligent worker might

wonder a little at this proposal, for that

income constitutes, in effect, a fund of

surplus-value (deducted from necessary

labor at that) and is to be spent-—in-

vested—as capital, very much like a

modern-day pension fund; a fund, that

is, set entirely apart from consumption

needs and intended solely for (so to

speak) "productive" use. The working

class is supposed to set itself free from

capital's totalitarian rule by investing in

a corporate enterprise—one which spe-

cializes in making revolutions! (3)

Lenin suffers from an abysmal confu-

sion on the nature of working-class

emancipation. The philosophical ob-

jective of putting the capitalist system

to rest cannot be generated from within

the conceptual innards of that system;

the means of capital accumulation

(which includes concepts and ideas)

serve only the purpose of accumulating

capital, whereas the abolition of the

system requires a contrary use of the

social and economic resources it pro-

vides. (This, after, all is the tenor of

Marx's metaphor ofgravediggers.) Such

a goal can only arise as a revulsion

against the system, an adverse mental

reaction growing organically out ofeach

wage-earner's experience. There is only

a technical, economic continuity be-

tween a society of common ownership

and one ofprivate or state property: the

"property question" raised in the Com-
munist Manifesto involves on the con-

trary a thoroughgoing political rupture

with the whole stratum of accumulators

ofcapital. Making an industry out ofso-

cialist revolution is inherently conser-

vative and betrays a slipshod indiffer-

ence to basic questions raised by Marx
and Engels. Means which spring from

the savoir faire of the profitmakers will

never be justified by the end of revolu-

tion; only those ideas which grow out of

the frustrations of alientated labor can

be.

(iii) The domineering presence of

this revolutionary Board of Directors

has, in addition, some appalling impli-

cations for organized labor in the battle

between labor and capital

—

A small compact core of the most reliable,

experienced and hardened workers, with re-

sponsible representatives in the principal

districts and connected by all the rules of

strict secrecy with the organisation of revo-

lutionaries, can, with the widest support of

the masses and without any formal organisa*
tion, perform all the functions of a trade*

union organisation, in a manner, moreover,

desirable to SociaUDemocracy [emphasis

added]. Only in this way can we secure the

consolidation and development of a Social*

Democratic trade union movement, despite

all the gendarmes (p 1 16). (4)

As if the skimpy, meagre body of the

Russian working class were not already

underdeveloped enough, it is desirable

that the workers should not organize in-

dependently, so that the "political tasks"

of Social Democracy might be the more

easily carried out! It is not the business

of a political party (much less a socialist

one) to supply historywithmissingstages

ofsocial evolution; if"securing a Social-

Democratic trade union movement"

under the conditions then prevailing

meant making decisions for the work-

ers, then Lenin's proposal didn't begin

to constitute a legitimate alternative for

them. The drift of his analysis thus

harbors an implicitly anti-union (and

ultimately anti-working-class) outlook;

he considered that trade unionism inter-

fered with the Party's politics if left to its

own devices. (Nevertheless, a socialist

party should take it on itself both to

criticize the thinking and policies ofthe

labor movement and to educate the

workers—even despite themselves.)

Organizing against capital
Since the gendarme overshadows the

capitalist, support for the Party network

and its "political exposures" takes prece-

dence over the workers' organizing

against the encroachments of capital.

This has important consequences.

Organizing against the interests of capi-

tal is historically a phase in which the

working class comes, at length, not only

to realize the need to reject private (in-
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eluding state) ownership of the means of

production but also to school itself in the

administrative process of running a com-

plex, socialized organization. "Thinking

negative" is a necessary first step in the

evolution of a socialist, and trade union-

ism (potentially, at any rate) provides the

historically and politically most viable

basis for this.

Under Lenin's proposed dictatorship of

the secretariat, this crucial world-histori-

cal step would be missing. Workers would

lack any accumulated organizing experi-

ence of their own from which to draw on

as revolutionaries; they would be left only

with an initial impulse to overturn the

system (or maybe nothing more than an

unreasoning rejection of it that the sys-

tem itself refuses to recognize), but no

visceral conception ofhow to carry out its

replacement in their own interests. Scat-

tered individuals might well be attracted

to socialism as an idea, but it is labor's

education, under capitalism, in the me-

chanics of fighting back, that in the end

provides Marx's ideas with their basic po-

litical muscle—and not the "organization

of revolutionaries." (We need only look

at the late unlamented Soviet Union, its

erstwhile satellite regimes in Eastern Eu-

rope or the democracymovement inChina

to see the dismal results of the "art ofpoli-

tics" Lenin had in mind.)

(iv) Scientific socialism means, on the

contrary, political science. And political

science—like social science in general

—

requires implementation of the "broad

democratic principle" that Lenin rejected

as inexpedient. Take democracy out of

the picture, and you will never get around

to abolishing the exploitation of human
beings by human beings. Thus, Lenin's

"organization of revolutionaries" leads

nowhere but to the same "government of

men" whose obsolescence socialism is

supposed to usher in, allowing free access

to necessary goods and services to reduce

it to the administration of wealth, Lenin

provides no way out of the closed system

of private (including, to repeat, state-

owned) property based on the accumula-

tion of capital.

This consideration applies to his move-

ment as well Instead of a clearly defined

object and a statement of definite prin-

ciples, you have a secret organization of

colleagues—virtually an exclusive club.

In place of a party whose policy has a

direct and demonstrable base in general,

theoretical principles (such as are enunci-

ated, for example, in the pages of Capi-

tal)—andwhich consequently "wages war

against all other political parties" (5)

—

you have a narrow group of professional

revolutionaries operating without benefit

of the constraints imposed by criticism.

Instead of a political party whose exis-

tence is the expression of working-class

interests (i.e., emancipation from capital

and wage slavery), you get one which

somehow or other imports emancipation

to the DarkContinent ofthe class struggle

(from which the savage workers cannot

escape "exclusively by theirown efforts").

You get, in short, a group of intellectuals

playing philosopher-king and not an or-

ganization of revolutionaries.

What is more, all of the characteristics

which ought to typify the principles of the

organization, Lenin invests instead in the

personalities of the revolutionary col-

leagues. A soc i al is t party's range ofideas—
and its requirements for membership

—

are narrower and more selective (while its

depth-analysis is stronger and better fo-

cused) than those of a trade-union move-

ment, which merely opposes and does not

seek to eliminate capital. It works from

essential principles that differ fundamen-

tally from the guiding principles of the

workers' movement, because they are the

final, reduced form of the class struggle

(on which the latter rest) clarified into an

immediate aim (introduction ofcommon
ownership and democratic control of the

means of wealth production and distribu-

tion). Its main function, in the formative

period ofthe socialist majority, is diffusing

socialist knowledge, so that the workers

can form their own idea of the problem

(and of its solution). Until the policy of

immediate common ownership has won
their support, the Party's identity as an or-

ganization of propaganda makes its edu-

cational activities the centerpiece of its

efforts.

A forum for revolution
It is, in effect, merely the hub ofa wheel;

a forum for revolution in which the

thoughts of the working class come to a

focus—democratically and in public

—

according to the implict laws ofmotion of

production for use. When the working

class has become a class-conscious major-

ity (not just a majority), it will find these

socialists ready to take office as its dele-

gates, for the purpose of transferring the

ownership and control of the means of

production to society as a whole—thus

completing the abolition of the wages

system. (Their mandate is, in the nature

of the case, revocable on call.) Such a

transfer, based on the conscious and de-

liberate desire of the majority, will not

take decades to carry out, if the majority is

in fact conscious of what it is doing, but

only the length of time to pass the laws

liberating production from the use of

capital and consumption from the posses-

sion of money.

All of this makes openness and democ-

racy organic features of the socialist

party—exactly the opposite of the party

Lenin envisages. Just as the capitalist

only personifies his capital, the socialist

(as a party member) only personifies a

society of production for use. It is the

function which is paramount. This status

of instrument absolutely prohibits the

adoption of reformist objectives, whether

temporary and partial or permanent and

radical—unless what workers "need" is a

tool which can be used for anyth ing but its

own purpose. (This includes the policy of

jockeying for position via the building of

shrewdly calculated alliances—or alli-

ances constructed on whatever ration-

ale—with reformist groups.)

—Ron Elbert

(1 ) International Publishers, New York, 1978.

{ 2 ) In a letter to August Bebel, dated March 1 8-28,

1875 (Selected Works, p336, International Publishers,

New York, 1969).

(3 )The reader mayhave noticed a lurking family re-

semblance between this and the various "third way"

ideologies which we know collectively as Fascism.

(4) This does not prevent him from throwing out a

sop to all those democratic wimps who dislike his "un-

democratic" views: "We must have such circles, trade

unions and organisations everywhere in as large a

number as possible and with the widest variety offunc-

tion...." (p 123; italics in the original).

(5 ) A phrase found in the Object and Declaration of

Principles upheld by all the companion parties of

socialism. In spite of the colorful (or, ifyou will, melo-

dramatic) language, this means only that a socialist

party must distance itself critically, organizationally

and politically from all others; most especially from

those that demonstrate a manifest tendency to pro-

mote misunderstanding of the term "socialism."
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The following letter was recently received in the mail. As he wrote in a subsequent letter, the writer

was homeless at the time.

Rutland, Vermont

I am very much interested in your organization. I found your address in the

Public Library here in town in the Ecyclopedia of Associations. I am 25 years old

and a working-class male (blue-collar worker). At the present time 1 am unem-

ployed. I consider myself a socialist, and I'm fed up with the economy and society

in general. There must be a political change in this country and the world if we

are all to survive and live decently. I believe Socialism is the answer; not only for

Amerika but the entire planet. Please send me some literature (newspapers and

pamphlets) so I can learn more about your organization and become knowledge-

able in the socialist philosophy of life. Thank you very much! I wish I could make

a donation to cover the costs of shipping, but I'm on a tight budget at this time

—

sorry. If you could, can you also please send me a copy of your German-language

journal, Internationales Freies Wart, too. I'm half-German and speak, read and

write. Thanks a lot.

Len Meighy

Reply
It's a real scramble, and not just for

food, clothing and shelter, when society

(or rather, the marketplace) just de-

cides you're not there anymore. (As bad

as things can be in Vermont, they're

even worse in a large metropolitan area

like Boston or New York, of course,

where the system can find still more de-

meaning things to do to people without

homes.)

A home, under capitalism, is reduced

(economically speaking) to a heap of

commodities; which is appropriate for a

system of production that reduces

wealth—everything which people can

find useful for their survival—to "an

immense collection of commodities."

This is not to knock having a home

—

just to say that the home the market

takes away is a commodity, something

to be bought and sold; which anybody

who hasn't had their brains washed by

the market system would recognize is an

obscenity.

What's been happening during the

Reagan-Bush era has been a competi-

tive squeeze on corporate profits, caus-

ing the rich and the powerful to start

putting the squeeze on thosewhom they

exploit, in an effort to get at least some

of "their" money back. That this should

have the effect of pushing people off the

edge of the planet is literally not their

business. The whole notion of "getting

the government off your back" was a

pied-piper scheme designed to "redis-

tribute" (commodity) wealth "upward"

(read: robthepoor). EventheS&Land
banking scandal could be hooked up to

this "twelve-year plan" as an allied strata-

gem.

In reality, though, even an honest

government can do little—though gov-

ernments are not ordinarily honest—to

affect what the economy in general will

make available in the way of basic ne-

cessities. Whether it's boom or whether

it's bust, the politicians can only take

some portion of the surplus value pro-

duced by workers, funneled via the em-

ployer class to the state, and (under the

best of circumstances) merely divert

more of it toward housing and food

subsidies that blunt the sharp edges of

the worst poverty. Usually, the worse

(or the worst) options are the ones they

choose.

Between capitalist government over

an exploited and repressed majority and

socialist administration of wealth lies a

vast gulf of conception and design, A
world of socialist communities will not

have any governments. Capitalists, as a

minority owning the means of produc-

ing wealth, can often (though not al-

ways) make a few extra miserable com-

modities available to a portion of their

wage slaves; but socialism sets people

free from anyone's ability to make them

poor in the first place by giving them

back the inherent access to the things

they need to survive, whether as indi-

viduals or as members of the commu-

nity. This is because the whole commu-

nity owns (and democratically controls)

the sources of wealth and the means of

producing it.

One of the things that becomes obso-

lete in a socialist society is the obliga-

tion to sell yourself (work at a job) to get

by. Direct access to the things you need

eliminates the whole basis for employ-

ment; everyone works voluntarily for

everybody else. In fact, what most often

stops people from getting excited about

how easy it would be to bring this about

is only their lack of confidence in its

feasibility. Few would argue with its

desirability.

So if you're eager to join others who

seek to put the socialist alternative into

practice now, we're eager to have your

help. What we concentrate on at pres-

ent is the "educational" phase of per-

suading people; the more "active" phase

ofelecting delegates to office (subject to

immediate recall, if necessary) has to

wait until enough people recognize the

merits ofsocialism and are willing to act

on them consciously and deliberately.

Socialists can in the meantime occa-

sionally run for office (as they do, for

example, in Great Britain), but lack of a

clear socialist majority reduces this to an

effort at education rather than an actu-

ally revolutionary action. (Part of the

problem is that a socialist revolution has

to be worldwide: not necessarily all at

once, but as part of the same movement

to replace the whole buying and selling

system with one of free access.)

If you find you agree with our Object

and Declaration ofPrinciples, you should

consider applying for membership.

Nothing is more urgent or important in

our times than introducing common
ownership of the means of wealth pro-

duction and distribution.
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Debate with the Marxist-
The following exchange of views took place

over the past year between the World Social-

ist Party (US ) and the Marxist'Leninist Party-

USA. Difficulties with putting out the pres-

ent issue of the World Socialist Review pre-

vented publication of this exchange any sooner

than this. In the meantime, of course, the

once seemingly monolithic Soviet Union
voluntarily artd explosively dissolved itself,

thus dating some of the discussion below.

lOugh the MLP does advocate an "even*

tual classless communist society," they mean
this in the Leninist sense; they seek to con-

centrate on what they call "building workers'

socialism," which apparently can be achieved

by promoting slogans such as "U.S. imperial-

ism, out of the Persian Gulf!*' and "Workers
and oppressed, get organized in the class

struggle!"

(MLP-USA) April 25, 1991
I have got the tape you sent me with

your debate on Leninism vs. the revi-

sionist CPGB. I think it is time to really

get back to the classics of Marx, Engels

AND LENIN. But we must approach

this work as an attempt to correct past

errors. Of course this cannot be done in

absence of concrete practice. This

means consistent paced work in the

class struggles. These take many forms

now—building up effective movements
against cut backs, layoffs, overwork and
also the struggles against the rising tide

of racism and sexism, etc.

We mustwage struggle on many fronts

and expose the capitalist source of all

this misery and oppression which af-

flicts the working people. The oppor-

tunists and class collaborators must also

be fought inside the movements as well.

I am a supporter of the MARXIST-
LENINIST PARTY-USA. I enclose

our newspaper, The Workers' Advocate.

Please study it and let me know your

views, pro & con.

N.C.

Los Angeles Supporters

Marxist Leninist Party-USA

WSP(July 18, 1991)
We thought it would be a good idea to

respond to a couple of articles in the

April 1, 1991 Workers' Advocate you

sent, as well as to the points you raised

in your letter.

1. That both the U.S. and Russia

have "overgorged state machines" and
iiffer only in their specific modalities of

oppressing the working class ("Com-
munism and the Budget Crisis") is quite

right. We cannot accept, unfortu-

nately, that communism comes in

'stages" permitting the working class to

:ontrol the state machinery and use it

to introduce reforms.

Marx, in The Civil War in France (Kerr

Edition, 1934), spoke of the Paris

Commune serving "as a lever for up-

rooting the economic foundations upon
which rests the existence of classes, and

therefore of class rule." "With labor

World Without Wages
A collection of radio broadcasts

covering every aspect of the socialist

analysis—both of capitalism as we
know it and of the rudimentary

possibilities of its replacement,

socialism.

$9.70 (postage included)

emancipated," he says, "every man be-

comes a working man, and productive

labor ceases to be a class attribute"

(Section III, p 88). The phrase, "work-

ing man," as Marx used it here, did not

mean "employee," someone who con-

tinues to work for wages or other forms

of remuneration. The machinery of

state, under capitalism, is an instru-

ment for guiding and coordinating the

accumulation of capital; for the workers

to supervise their own exploitation is

only a complicated way of saying that

their exploiters have become invisible

and unknown to them (which doesn't

actually happen in practice anyhow).
".

. .The working class—he points out

earlier, at the beginning of the same

section—cannot simply lay hold of the

ready-made State machinery and wield

it for its own purposes." What Marx
meant by this remark is that "laying

hold of the state" (electing working-

class governments to office) involves

the acceptance by the working class of

its own exploitation.

The author of the Workers' Advocate

article refers, near the end, to a series of

reforms which actually describe capi-

talism in an idealized version—full em-

ployment ("no unemployment"), reduc-

ing welfare "to a minimum," funding

jobs, decent education, child care, health

care, increased productivity (balanced

against the cost of these reforms). No
one seems to have learned that the

better the individual institutions and

mechanisms of capitalism function, the

further away we are from taking the po-

litical step of replacing it as a system.

The reforms cited were all an argument

for the capitalist system, but rational-

ized as the "socialist revolution."

The same Marx who wrote "The Civil

War in France" (1871) also penned a

critique of the Gotha Program just a few

short years later, and without announc-

ing any shift in his views on the subject

of emancipation. In that critique he

referred to communist society starting

out by razing the foundations of class

/orld socialist review/8
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rule—economic exploitation, the divi-

sion of society into classes. Marx took

the view, in other words, that the

immediate outcome ofa "socialist revo-

lution" would necessarily have to be the

removal of capital from the sphere of

production. The "economical reforms"

mentioned in "Communism and the

Budget Crisis" are all anchored very

tightly to a dependence on capital, even

though workers, on the face of it, get a

much better deal than when someone
called "The Boss" tyrannized over them.

(Would there in fact be a lack of bosses

to go with these "economical reforms" ?)

2. If people (workers) can be fooled

into adopting a false consciousness,

explaining away their misery in terms of

the system which perpetuates it, there

doesn't seem to be any particularly good

reason to get behind all the many indi-

vidual struggles made by workers to fight

the repression (policies of racism in-

cluded) deployed by capital against

them. If workers have a short-term

conception ofwhat is in their interests,

rather than a revolutionary sense of

what is at stake in the class struggle, it

only confuses the issue not to point that

out. All of these short-term conflicts

end when those struggling (on both

sides of the class divide) achieve their

goals—but ofcourse neither side can do

so, at least not permanently. Workers

can organize under various rubrics and,

for a while, get a bigger slice ofthe profit

pie (assuming it is expanding). Struggles

waged against capital seldom have such

happy endings in periods of crisis or

decline.

The "consistent paced work" you re-

fer to in your letter ("building up effec-

tive opposition movements against cut

backs, layoffs, overwork and . . . struggles

against the rising tide of racism and

sexism") is only the negative side of

workers' struggles to make capitalism

work for them—by removing immedi-

ate social and economic irritants, the

hateful injustices and repression, from

the larger framework of robbery at the

point of production. Success in any of

these struggles acts as a soporific to

moving beyond them and grapplingwith
the underlying issue of class ownership

of the means of production. The own-
ership issue can only be dealt with sepa-

rately, because it concerns capitalism as

a whole. The only way to make a

socialist revolution happen, in effect, is

to execute the mandate of a class-con-

scious working class. A working class

which remains immersed in its concrete

struggles against capital does not have

the understanding necessary to "issue"

this mandate, and so it cannot draw any

revolutionary lessons from those

struggles or act as a generating source of

political action.

3. Getting back to the classics of

Marx and Engels is a good beginning,

but the founders of scientific socialism

made their share of misjudgements and

overly optimistic assessments. We do

not consider Lenin, as I'm sure you must

have picked up from the tape we sent

you, an exemplar of communist think-

ing. The body oftheory and the insights

Marx and Engels gave us should be

measured against the still-pressing need

to educate the working class to its revo-

lutionary potential, however conditions

under late capitalism mayhave changed.

Until that process of education has

achieved the effect of a revolutionary

socialist consciousness, pursuing secon-

dary goals of "practice" can only turn

into a frustrating morass and must end

by short-circuiting efforts to cross the

divide of eliminating capital from pro-

duction (and the market system from

society).

Socialist revolution is a starting point

from which it would remain to be seen

what kind ofa worldwide community of

stateless peoples results. All the "prac-

tice" that is really needed, in the mean-
time, is forthcoming from us, the work-

ering class, once we begin attempting to

run society in our own behalf (we al-

ready run it for our masters); and a

major phase ofthat awakening is the use

of democracy as a political and eco-

nomic learning tool. But to start using

that tool, workers need to sharpen their

anti-market consciousness as a logical

first step. Proposing reforms, on the

contrary, reinforces a pro-market psy-

chology. We can't afford to be "practi-

cal" when it comes to emancipating

ourselves.

MLP-USA Reply
(Augusts, 1991)

The following is a critique of your

7/18/91 reply to me. We think these

polemics should be done out in the open

so as to help our class in a small way in

its struggle for political/economic un-

derstanding.

Let us start with the "practical" and by

this I mean the struggles of workers

against the growing capitalist state at-

tacks, both obj ectively and subj ectively.

Your group seems to scorn the day to day

struggles of the workers against the

capitalist offensive. You rather cavali-

erly, I think, dismiss these as mere

struggles for "reforms" or as "a sopo-

rific," etc. tying workers somehow fur-

ther to capitalist loyalties. But the ac-

tual workers history exposes your views

9/spring 1992



to be both metaphysical and Utopian as

the class struggles are BOTH an objective

and subjective social phenomenon. To

abstain from participation in these "guer-

rilla skirmishes" (Marx) for improve-

ments in living conditions would be to

allow the bourgeoisie and their hench-

men to reduce the working class to

defeated and cowed wretches.

It is precisely out of the workers expe-

riences (practice) in the fights on issues

like cutbacks, speed-ups, layoffs, racist

and sexist attacks, etc. the Marxist revo-

lutionary politics and tactics become of

such great value in building a wider

mass movement that can "change the

world." The building up of motion in

the class through pickets, strikes, mass

meetings, forums, and demonstrations

materially aids the people to recognize

their potential power as a social class

opposed to the capitalists and their

hangers-on. Historically these struggles
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ifsustained can give impetus to the con-

structing a mass revolutionary social

movement that if organized on revolu-

tionary lines can become the material

forces that can pound down the fortress

of capitalist social relations and its state

machine.

Another thing that runs through your

reply like a red thread (no pun intended)

is that you put a veritable chinese wall

between theory and practice, sneering

at the "practical" (this doesNOT mean

pragmatic) side of the objective motion

in society. Concretely, there is kind of

a dialectical relationship at work here,

whether the struggles are in ebb or flow.

The class political forces fight things

out in the course of the actually existing

struggles that exist and are developing

out of capitalism's own law governed

contradictions. The gaping contradic-

tion in your "revolutionary" view is your

fetish with making parliamentary activ-

ity the acme of forging a force for social-

ism. In fact, it is this fetish, especially in

the highly developed countries, with

parliamentarian/Congressional forms of

political activity, that the bourgeoisie

mires the workers in a capitalist ideo-

logical fog. It amazes us that you cannot

see the contradiction in your sneering

attitude towards the workers struggles

for immediate demands which you see

as inherently conservative (or liberal)

and your euphoria over the alleged

revolutionary liberating nature ofdrop-

ping little pieces of paper into a capital-

ist state ballot box.

Finally, comrades, do not try to fit

round pegs into square holes. Gener-

ally, it is not the best way to instill a

materialist world outlook. . .Specifically,

I refer to the way that you turn the

famous quote from comrade Marx in his

Civil War in France on its head. When
he stated out of the experience of the

ParisCommune that "The working class

cannot simply lay hold of ready-made

State machinery and wield it for its own

purposes," he meant in keeping with

the attempts of the commune, that the

capitalist state had to be broken up and

defeated and the workers would have to

construct new revolutionary state forms

to rule. The commune wasNOT elected

through parliament!

Los Angeles Supporters

Marxist Leninist Party-USA

WSP Reply

Concerning "participation in these

'guerrilla skirmishes'"

—

Socialists don't, first of all, deny the

utility or the benefit of gains made by

the workers. The latter may come by

these gains in direct struggle with their

employers, or theymay get them through

reforms. However, what is good for us as

wage-slaves (employment, for instance)

is bad for us as human beings, since both

short-term success and failure tend to

make workers defer consideration ofthe

really urgent issue—common owner-

ship and democratic control ofthe means

ofproduction. The process ofachieving

or striving for short-term gains forms a

separate track from the consciousness

that seeks to eliminate capital alto-

gether; it is out of keeping with the idea

of socialist revolution to present the

achievement of limited gains as leading

toward replacing production for profit.

It cannot produce any socialist (revolu-

tionary) consciousness.

"Participating" implies, secondly, an

organizational separateness from the

mass of working-class opinion which is

not really the case. The short-term

objectives of an organization are what

distinguish it from all others; "partici-

pating" in extraneously defined struggles

means casting aside organizational pur-

pose and compromising the

organization's integrity. Retaining an

overarching rationale while promoting

"immediate demands" voiced by work-

ers is not sufficient to avoid such an

outcome. More seriously, letting work-

ing-class consciousness in its "conser-

vative" form (see below) set the agenda

ignores its implicit revolutionary con-

tent. The only immediate demand a

socialist majority can make is to end the

system of wage exploitation.

Third, part of capitalism's formidable

advantage over its predecessors is its

structural dynamism. Capitalists as

world socialist review/10



individuals may not like what happens

to their profits when workers manage to

improve their living or working condi-

tions—but as a class, the accumulators

ofcapital can always accommodate these

changes. They will seek, whenever they

can, wherever they can, to reverse them.

These improvements don't bring about

any change the system couldn't have

accommodated—otherwise the capital-

ist class always has the economic and

political means to block it (the workers

gave it to them).

Only one kind of change can make a

difference: a deliberate and conscious

rejection of the whole system by the

majority of workers. Socialists do not

"insert" this notion into our fellow

workers' heads. It is a political change,

a head change, and one that the latter

must realize the need for as a result of

having thought it out for themselves.

We can only hasten the process through

education: at the theoretical level, as

propaganda, or at the practical level,

conducting electoral campaigns that

underscore the futility of expecting to

remake capitalism so it will operate in

the interests ofsociety. What is at stake

is establishing the need to base elimina-

tion of production for profit on its re-

placement by a radically different sys-

tem, production for use.

The point of using the ballot, in any

case, is not to run capitalism but only to

use office as an opportunity for free

propaganda; as socialists we do not

accept the validity of advising the

working class to strive for "realistic"

short-term gains. Our aim is rather to

act as a vehicle of working-class de-

mand for the abolition of the wages

system forthwith (possible because, by

the time that happens, workers will have

gotten a much more clearly focused idea

of how things should be reorganized).

"Participation in guerrilla skirmishes"

sends a very mixed message to a major-

ity that is supposed to be revolutionary:

simultaneously it tells us we should

"ultimately" consider eliminating wage

exploitation—even as we are encour-

aged to strengthen our chains ( improved

exploitation does "work better," after

all). "Ruling," on no matter what justi-

fication, always involves sustaining and

managing the system of exploitation

—

even where one hypothesizes a state in

which the exploited somehow rule over

their exploiters.

Granting the distinction between

"practical" and "pragmatic," we don't

put down the importance of practical

forms of consciousness. Many workers

mistakenly believe they can gain con-

trol of their destiny by putting someone

in power who will "speak for" them.

What workers need to do is stop listen-

ing to such advice—even for short-term

reasons. By the same token, fighting

the "actually existing struggles" devel-

oping out ofcapitalism's internal contra-

dictions is the business of those forces

that stand conservatively identified with

the system.

What is practical is to propagandize

and teach the basics of socialism: prac-

tice is the implementation of a theory,

and socialist theory is the body ofknowl-

edge workers can acquire in becoming

aware of the full impact of their own
degradation. "Capitalist ideological fog"

is what happens when workers proceed

from one set of objectives to another

without immediately rejecting this deg-

radation because they give themselves

nothing but ruling assumptions to

choose from. It doesn't require depend-

ence on a source of information that

identifies itself as "capitalist."
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Last, Marx did not in fact advocate

constructing a "revolutionary state."

This was a modification visited on him

hy Lenin. How does one "break up"

something like a state in the first place?

All we have here is a metaphor for

expelling the incumbents from the gov-

ernment and changing the rules to pre-

vent them from participating in the re-

organized state.

However, this only amounts to elimi-

nating one particular ruling group with-

out directly eliminating capital itself,

which continues functionally to gener-

ate the urgent need to manage the cycle

of surplus-value production and circu-

lation. This cycle can only be broken by

blocking it deliberately and politically.

Unless you take over the state explicitly

to abolish the capital function and its

antagonistic correlative, wages—and

solely to accomplish that—you are stuck

with having to manage the cycle of

capital accumulation: even ifyou expe-

ditiously chop off the head of every

legally titled capitalist. You then be-

come the new boss (same as the old

boss). Lenin either missed this implica-

tion or was not being on the level.

This specifically excludes a revolu-

tionary party from forming a

government, except where the socialist

majority has the express intention of

putting an immediate end to the basis of

class rule as such: eliminating the use of

capital in production and the reliance

on wages to parcel out the right to

consume (functions which in and of

themselves are oppressive). One can

think of no rationale whereby Marx

(Concluded on next page)
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A Note to Our
Subscribers

Wesincerely apologize for the infrequency

and irregularity of issues up until now.

Starting with the next issue (#9), the World

Socialist ReviewwW be printed in a four-

page format. This should eliminate the

logistical bottlenecks we've been experi-

encing, allowing it to appear on a regu-

lar—bi-monthly—basis (and eventually,

to come out once a month),

The Editorial Committee
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Why be a socialist? (Why NOT?)
We live in an age of tremendous potential.

Industry has made possible a world of abun-

dance for all, the result of centuries of striv-

ing after better and more efficient means of

producing what people need to live. Tech-

nology waits, in most cases, to be released so

that we may all benefit from the advances

made. Yet we are wasting time, for the most

part, grubbing after the necessities of life.

Why is this?

Of course, enough so-called experts will

tell us that we ought not to aspire to a better

life—beyond the limitations imposed by

wage/salary slavery—because we are too stu-

pid and/or too vicious to take our destiny

into our own hands. These "experts" have

either been talked into believing what they

preach or have prostituted their intellectual

integrity in exchange for a fatter paycheck.

For the truth remains that we, the majority of

humankind, have in fact little or no say over

the uses to which the resources of our planet

are put—little or no say over own future and
continued survival on the earth.

We live in a society where ownership and

control of the means of producing and dis-

tributing wealth are concentrated in the

hands of a small minority of the population.

Goods are produced and services run not

principally with a view to their utility, but to

the realization of monetary profit—the accu-

mulation of capital. Capitalist control of the

means of life is ensured by paying wages to

the rest of us. The paycheck is our ration

card, entitling us to a little of what our mas-

ters exclusively possess on condition that we
work to increase their profit.

The experts tell us...
As "experts" once justified the relations of

feudal society as "God-given" and eternal, so

today's "experts" justify capitalism as an eter-

nal state of affairs, holding good for all time.

Why a small section of humankind should

exclusively own, control and dispose of the

means of life—what we produce—holding

the rest of us to ransom over it, is a question

we are encouraged not to ask. History, how-
ever, shows us that existing social relations

are far from reflecting "eternal truths"; that

society is dynamic; and that the society of

today is just as much a result of socio-histori-

cal evolution as were previous social systems.

As humans evolve, realizing better ways ex-

Continued from previous page

would have sought to justify the formation of

a "revolutionary state" by the workers of Paris

in 1871 in the sense of abolishing the wages

system—particularly when he advised the

working class lateron to do exactly that and to

stop aiming merely for "afair day's pay forafair

day's work" (a demand he characterized as a

"conservative motto").

ist to do things, they implement them. If

they do not adapt, failure and degeneration

eventually ensue.

Socialists do not wish to return to a mythi-

cal Utopian paradise. We recognize that a

society of common ownership (not, as in

Lenin's mistaken view, equating socialism

with nationalization, but common ownership

of the means of life) demands cooperation

and can only be built upon the industrial/

technological base that capitalism has con-

structed. Only now is common, social, own-

ership of the means of life possible, where the

means of production are capable, at last, of

satisfying all with regard to the necessities of

life, and much more besides.

Threat to our survival
Those who might think, "This is a nice

idea, but..." should reflect upon the serious

threat to our survival now posed by main-

taining, through ignorance of cause and ef-

fect, a social system that has had its day but

has become a dangerous anachronism. In-

deed, degeneration is already a reality, and
final destruction wiU ensue, from the contin-

ued maintenance of the capitalist system.

Many groups and individuals are genuinely

disturbed by the effects they see around

them, but until they have the courage to face

the cause they will be unable to resolve the

problems posed by the system.

In a world of potential abundance, mil-

lions starve while the anarchy in production

that capitalism entails results in massive

waste, inflicting untold and unnecessary

damage on the earth's ecosystem. Food, like

everything else, is produced for sale and
profit. If profits cannot be realized, food is

not distributed, while overproduction

coupled with profits that cannot be made
results in mountains of waste and destruc-

tion.

Forced by the system to compete with their

rivals in the marketplace, the owners of the

means of production have to cut costs and
maximize profit. Pollution becomes ever

more serious, while certain reformists preach

abstinence to the workers. Technology pres-

ents us ever anew with the prospect of a war

of total annihilation, shaped and developed

by the interests of the capitalist class (who
have to protect their sources of profit from

the encroachments of their rivals)—even as

they profit from continuous local wars claim-

ing the lives of millions around the globe.

Experts justify the arrangements that produce

these evils instead of seeing them for what
they are: the inevitable effects of maintain-

ing a lethal ly defunct economic system.

That the question, "Why be a socialist?"

should still need to be asked at the close of

the 20th century is a troubling reflection.

The question should be,
<fWhy on earth notV

Armed with the realization that we must

take our destiny as human beings into our

own hands (and possessing the energy to

carry it out), we must examine the cause, put

two and two together, and eliminate capital-

ism before it eliminates us. It may seem a

long road, but what makes one a socialist,

finally, is the discovery that one's experi-

ences of the society in which one lives

—

which affects and colors all that makes up

life, personal and emotional as well as politi-

cal and analytical—are shared; that what one

thought throughout one's formative years

was unique to oneself is in fact a common
experience.

A coming to socialism—recognizing the

essential task that history demands of us, the

working class, today—is something we owe
to ourselves and our children. Socialism will

be the emergence of humankind from the co-

coon of its painful childhood and adoles-

cence, into a world where human potential,

industry and technology will have a greater

role to play—new and hitherto un imagined.
If this appears a dream, then reality is born of

dreams. When we have the courage to face

it, to consign the capitalist and his entourage

of glib-talking "experts" to the dust heap of

history, we will have been true to the

generations preceding us, who, by looking

ahead rather than back, set us the example

we should follow.

Especially as our future now demands it,

and since standing still can only mean a

wasteful, destructive end for us all, why not

be a socialist?

—Anthony Karl Walker (SPQB)

Very likely onlyONE of these rootless cos-

mopoiitans would have advised you to
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YOU SAID IT

Our Masters' Voice

THE MARXISTS ARE
NO MARX

The February 1991 Scientific American quoted

Duncan K. Foley, an economist at Barnard Col-

lege (Columbia University) as saying, "Ninety-

nine percent of what Marx wrote was [about]

capitalism. Only a tiny part was proposals for a

socialist alternative." While this is true enough,

it is a fact taken just a wee bit out of context.

One might very- scientifically conclude from this

that what Marx "really meant" (as G.D.H. Cole

put it) was, hey, just rattling a few cages here.

What—me, get rid of capitalism?

Yet that is pretty much what Paul Wallich

and Elizabeth Corcoran suggest (very politely)

in their article, 'The Analytical Economist:

Don't write off Marx":

Marxism, says Stephen A. Marglin of Harvard
University, has an advantage over mainstream

economics: it just tries to explain how capital-

ism works.

The implications (not to mention the pur-

pose) of "just trying to explain how capitalism

works" are delicately avoided. What do you do

with this better explanation? Find a more hu-

mane way to run the madhouse? About the

only way to harmonize this Marx with the Marx
who admonished workers to abolish the wages

system would be to "revise" him so as to prove

that the "other" Marx couldn't possibly have

been serious about that abolition stuff.

But seriousness aside, it seems there actually

are two New Marxes: one who shows investors

with a conscience how to take their profits qui-

etly to bed, and, flipping him over, one who
shows outsider-investors how to strike a mother

lode with negative thinking. Both Marxes are

equally viable. Take, for instance, Marxist pro-

fessor Samuel S. Bowles (University of Massa-

chusetts at Amhetst), who assures us that

If anything, the task of social control over

investment decisions is more pressing than
ever before.

Then again, just as psychologists get paid to

take away our anxieties about a system out of

control, "marxist economists" have, among
other things, pioneered studies of "the methods

by which firms extract effort from employees."

Useful, eh? Last but not least, the New Marx
can act (in either version) as a kind of philo-

sophical Valium for administering otherwise

unacceptable doses of pessimism into the capi-

talist mindset:

The mainstream theories, [Foley] explains, are

handicapped by the assumption that capitalist

economies are inherently stable.

How factual an interpretation would you say

this is—coming from a pair of authors who can

write (further on) that the results of the changes

in Eastern Europe "are not likely to be the vis-

ible prosperity of Reaganite America or Thatch -

erite Britain"? (The visible prosperity? When in

the 80s did we have that?) Probably it is just

wicked enchanters who have tightened the

screws on everybody these past twelve years,

casting so many people out of their homes and

sucking all that lovely money up into the sky

(after diverting a portion of it into the Savings

& Loans business).

The New Marx might give a jaunty look to

cettain economists' resumes, but he won't pro-

vide much insight to the rest of us on how we
can get rid of the economists.

IT'S ALL RIGHT, MA
—I'M ONLY NORMAN

Junk mail can be not only entertaining but

downright profitable. Received in the mail

(addressed to the "World Socialist Party of U"):

an offer to "let the artist who inspired an entire

nation help you in just four weeks FREE." The
artist? Norman Rockwell. The point? "Show
your people you're a manager who really cares."

Now, before you say, "Huh...?" consider this:

Norm's paintings "portrayed everyday people in

everyday situations to capture the very heart

and soul of his beloved country." Since no one

who wants the good opinion of their peers

would dare laugh out loud at this (how bogusl),

all of your employees must therefore swoon with

motivation when you hang up not just one of

these posters of Norm's paintings, but...one

every week!

Yes, the "motivational experts" at Clement
Communications have designed these posters

and even asked "business authorities" for their

approval!

With each passing week, Norman Rockwell's

magnificent illustrations will help you pro-

mote a climate of achievement, dedication, co-

operation and enthusiasm.

Did anyone consult the employees? Well, if

the striking bastards won't cooperate, just wait

till the following week, when another delivery

will bring along a "powerful" new poster that

will "improve your employees' work habits, atti-

tudes and day to day performance."

Put the 20th Century's best loved artist to

work in your company and get greater coop-

eration in solving problems like these: in-

difference, low morale, mistakes and errors,

wasted time and materials, negative atti-

tudes, carelessness, absenteeism, poor qual-

ity work.

The fact that the company exploits them,

keeps them as close to the poverty line as it can

get away with and that its owners may flaunt a

few privileges will simply melt away! Fooling

and manipulating your fellow human beings was

never so easy (and if you sign up for the pro-

gram, the folks at Clement Communications
will get to make a few bucks too)!

It's really difficult to decide which predomi-

nates here: pathetic self-deception or power-

tripping cynicism. But it should make anyone

who has to live by selling their working abilities

wonder if putting up with this sort of shabby

insult all the days of their working life is worth

the mere survival.

NOBODY HERE BUT US!
The next time you get to spend $100,000 on

four years of education at an institution of

higher learning, let everyone know. Most

people obviously can't. Most human beings

—

endowed with the same native intelligence as

those who can afford it—find themselves just

plain locked out. This news doesn't spark any

rebellions from the impoverished masses and is

so banal as to amount to kicking a dead horse.

Everyone expects that in an order of privilege,

the privileged will buy their way into the most

exclusive places.

This doesn't necessarily mean that everyone

Up There realizes very clearly what real life is

like:

Presumably, spending four years—and close

to $100,000—at Harvard should translate

into gaining a solid liberal arts education. The
purpose of such an education is clear. It en-

ables one to comprehend what it means to be

an individual. It fosters an understanding of

society. And it provides the tools needed for

informed argument and analysis, which are

particularly essential if a democracy is to func-

tion effectively [The Harvard Salient, No-
vember 1991].

"One" who can get hold of that much money
(in the majority of cases) will have come to

Harvard with an already highly structured un-

derstanding of society. As for what it means to

be "an individual," you wouldn't have to go as

far as Ethiopia or the Sudan to find out what

malnutrition can do to your individuality—or as

far as Iraq to find out what "turkey shooting"

military pilots can do for the sub-human indi-

viduals they mass-murder. (It is the Big Money
that provides the policy tools for arranging all of

these things.

)

The question is, can One understand a soci-

ety in which One atguably has a stake in keep-

ing wages low around the world (particularly in

places like Mexico and Central America, the

Middle East, Eastern Europe, the former

U.S.S.R., the People's Republic of China, even

the United States)? Or in which One might be

expected to participate in governments that fi-

nance massacres of hundreds of thousands of

individuals and sponsor democracy-squashing

military dictatorships; or where global thermo-

nuclear war survives "cold wars" because One
makes lots of money from the "defense indus-

try"? Or where One has investments that punch
holes in the ozone layer?

In a society where Number One had better

take care of Oneself before some other Number
One does, those Number Ones who Haven't

will have understandably different ideas of the

world than those Number Ones who Have.

One cannot achieve a healthy conception of a

sick society if One's very existence requires that

society be sick, and those of us who cannot af-

ford to be in this category should not eat our

hearts out over it. It isn't our system.

It's a mistake.

—Ron Elbert

13/spring 1992
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Socialism

—

a classless, wageless, moneyless

society with free access to all goods and serv-

ices—is necessary and possible. The only ob-

stacle to it in our time is the lack of a class-

conscious political majority. Are you a social-

ist? You might recognize some ofyourown ideas

in the following statements .

1. Capitalism, even with reforms, can'

not function in the interests of the working

class. Capitalism, by its very nature, re-

quires continual "reforms"; yet reforms

cannot alter the basic relationship of wage-

labor and capital and would not be consid-

ered, tobeginwith, iftheirleg-

islation would lead to dis-

turbing this relationship. Re-

forms, in other words, are de-

signed to make capitalism more

palatable to the working class

by holding out the false hope

of an improvement in their

condition. To whatever ex-

tent they afford improvement,

reforms benefit the capitalist class, not the

working class.

2. To establish socialism the working

class must first gain control of the powers

of government through their political or-

ganization. It is by virtue of its control of

state power that the capitalist class is able to

perpetuate its system. State power gives

control of the main avenues of education

and propaganda—either directly or indi-

rectly—and oH the armed forces that fre-

quently and efficiently crush ill-conceived

working class attempts at violent opposi-

tion. The one way it is possible in a highly

developed capitalism to oust the capitalist

class from its ownership and control over

the means of production and distribution is

to first strip it of its control over the state.

Once this is accomplished the state will

be converted from a government over people

to an administration of community affairs

(both locally and on a world scale). The

World Socialist Party of the United States

advocates the ballot, and no other method,

as a means of abolishing capitalism.

3. Members ofthe World Socialist Party

do not support—either directly or indi-

rectly—members of any other political

party. It is always possible, even if difficult

in some instances, to vote for world social-

ism by writing in the name of the Party and

a member for a particular legislative office.

Our main task, however, is to make social-

ists and not to advocate use of the ballot for

anything short of socialism.

4. The World Socialist Party rejects the

theory of leadership. Neither individual

"great" personali ties nor "revolutionary van-

guards" can bri ng the world one day closer to

socialism. The emancipation of the work-

ing class "must be the work of the working

Membership in the World Socialist Party of the United States

requires an understanding of and agreement with what we consider

to be the basics of scientific socialism. We have always been con-

vinced that a worldwide system based upon production for use, rather

than for sale on a market, requires that a majority of the population

be socialist in attitude. Events since the establishment of the World

Socialist Movement have, we maintain, proven the validity of this

judgment. In our opinion, if you agree, generally, with these

statements, you are a socialist and belong with us.

class itself." Educators to explain socialism,

yes! Administrators to carry out the will of

the majority of the membership, yes! But

leaders or "vanguards," never!

5. There is an irreconcilable conflict be-

tween scientific socialism and religion.

Socialists reject religion for two main rea-

sons:

(a) Religion divides the universe into

spiritual and physical realms, and all relig-

ions offer their adherents relief from their

earthly problems through some form of

appeal to the spiritual. Socialists see the

cause of the problems that wrack human

society as material and political. We see the

solution as one involving material and po-

litical, not spiritual, means.

(b) Religions ally themselves with the

institutions of class society. Particular reli-

gious organizations and leaders may, and

frequently do, rebel against what they deem

injustice, even suffering imprisonment and

worse for their efforts. But they seek their

solutions within the framework of the sys-

tem socialists aim to abolish. One cannot

understand the development of social evo-

lution by resorting to religious ideas.

6. The system of society formerly in

effect in Russia, and still in effect in China

and other so-called socialist or communist

countries, is state capitalism. Goods and

services, in those countries, as in avowedly

capitalist lands, were always produced for

sale on a market with a view to profit and

not, primarily, for use. The placing of indus-

try under the control of the state in no way

alters the basic relationships of wage labor

and capital. The working class remains a

class ofwage slaves. The class that controls

the state remains a parasitical, surplus-value

eating class.

7. Trade unionism is the

means by which wage work-

ers organize to "bargain col-

lectively" in order that they

might sell their labor power at

the best possible price and to

try to improve working

conditions. The unorganized

have no economicweapon with

which to resist the attempts of

capital to beat down their standards. But

unions must work within the framework of

capitalism. They are useful, then, to but a

limited extent. They can do nothing toward

lessening unemployment, for example.

In fact, they encourage employers to in-

troduce more efficient methods in order to

overcome added costs of higher wages and

thereby hasten and i ncrease unemployment.

More and more the tendency of industry is

toward a greater mass of production with

fewer employees. Unions must, by their

very nature, encourage such development

although they are also known, occasionally,

to resist this natural trend through what

employers like to call "featherbedding." As

Marx put it: instead of the conservative

motto, "a fair day's pay for a fair day's work,"

the workers ought to inscribe upon their

banner "abolition of the wages system,"

If you agree, generally, with
the above sentiments, you be-

long with us. Can we hear
from you?

Contact us either in writing at

Box 405, Boston, MA 02272
or call us at (617) 628-9096.
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THE SOCIAL!ST PARTY OF CANADA
- and

THE WORLD SOCIALIST PARTY OF
THE UNITED STATES

OBJECT
The establishment of a system of society based on the common
ownership and democratic control of the means and instruments for

producing and distributing wealth by and in the interest of society

as a whole.

DECLARATION OF PRINCIPLES
The Companion Parties of Socialism hold that:

Society as at present constituted is based

upon the ownership of the means of

living (i.e., land, factories, railways, etc.)

by the capitalist or master class, and con-

sequent enslavement oftheworking class,

by whose labor alone weal th is produced.

In society, therefore, there is an antago-

nism of interests, manifesting itself as a

class struggle between those who possess

but do not produce, and those who pro-

duce but do not possess.

This antagonism can be abolished only

by the emancipation of the working class

from the domination o( the master class,

by the conversion into the common
property of society of the means of pro-

ductionanddistribution,andtheirdemo-

cratic control by the whole people.

As in the order of social evolution the

working class is the last class to achieve

its freedom, the emancipation of the

working class will involve the emancipa-

tion of all mankind, without distinction

of race or sex.

This emancipation must be the work of

the working class itself.

As the machinery of government, in-

cluding the armed forces of the nation,

exists only to conserve the monopoly by

the capitalist class of the wealth taken

from the workers, the working class

must organize consciously and politi-

cally for the conquest of the powers of

government, in order that this machin-

ery, including these forces, may be con-

verted from an instrument of oppres-

sion into the agent of emancipation

and overthrow ofplutocratic privilege.

• As political parties are but the expres-

sion of class interests, and as the inter-

est of the working class is diametrically

opposed to the interest of all sections of

the master class, the party seeking

working class emancipation must be

hostile to every other party.

The companion parties of Socialism,

therefore, enter the field of political

action determined towagewar against

all other political parties, whether

alleged labor or avowedly capitalist,

and call upon all members of the

working class of these countries to

support these principles to the end

that a termination may be brought to

the system which deprives them of the

fruits of their labor, and that poverty

may give place to comfort, privilege to

equality, and slavery to freedom.

THE ORLD SOCIALIST MOVEMENT
The following companion parties also adhere to the same Object and Deciaration of Principles:

WORLD SOCIALIST PARTY OF AUSTRALIA, (a) PO Box 1440M, Melbourne,
VIC 3001 ; (b) PO Box 8279, Stirling St., Perth,WA 6000 • BUND DEMOKRA-
TISCHER SOZIALISTEN, Gussriegelstrasse 50, A-110 Vienna, AUSTRIA
Journal: Internationales Freies Wort ($1 ) • SOCIALIST PARTY OF CANADA,
PO Box 4280Station A,Victoria,BC V8X33X8 • SOCIALIST PARTY OF GREAT
BRITAIN, 52 Clapham High Street, London SW4 7UN Journal: Socialist
Standard (750) • WORLD SOCIALIST PARTY OF NEW ZEALAND, PO Box
1929, Auckland, Nl • WORLD SOCIALIST PARTY (IRELAND), 41 Donegall
Street, Belfast BT1 2FG • VARLDSSOCIALISTISKA GRUPPEN, c/o Dag
Nilsson, Bergsbrunna villavag 3BS-752 56 Uppsala, SWEDEN Journal:
Varldssocialism

LIFE UNDER
CAPITALISM
50 Ways to Leave the System

HOW MANY GHOSTS
CAN DANCE ON THE
MEDAL OF HONOR?

David S. Rubitsky, 72, was denied the

Medal of Honor—the U.S.'s highest com-

bat decoration given to a wage-slave de-

mented enough to slaughter fellow human
beings on behalf of our capitalist masters.

The reason Mr. Rubitsky did not receive

this medal of dubious distinction was that a

military review board did not believe his

tale o^ killing 500 Japanese wage-slaves in a

single day during world war II. He asserts

the real reason he was denied the "honor"

has to do with anti-semitic bigotry.

The Anti -Defamation League of B'nai

B'rith supports David Rubitsky in trying to

convince the world that he did indeed per-

form the near-miracle o( slaughtering 500

fellow human beings in one whoop. They
termed the military's refusal of recognition

"unconscionable."

Unconscionable? Seeking praise for

someone who claims to have killed 500

people is what's really "unconscionable."

Only in our capitalist society, with its sick

morality of pursuing profit over human
needs—and, where necessary, at the expense

of human needs—would a massacre qualify

one for the status of hero. The fact that

what passes for a human rights organization

throws its weight behind rationalizing such

atrocious behavior just goes to show how
warped this society is, how morbid is its

mentality.

In socialist society no one will get deco-

rated with medals for being the "most fero-

cious one alive." No markets to fight over,

thus no wars. Only one world where we all

have a common interest in each other's

well-being. Pathetic scenes of old men
taking pride in killing fellow human beings

will be a thing of the past. It is a future that

is long overdue.

—WJ Lawrimore

15/spring 1992



S&L scandal

Anatomy o£ a Debacle
Once upon a time, a handsome

Prince of Intellectual Darkness on his

way to become King of Washington

promised his subjects that he would

"get the government off their backs."

And his subjects believed that he was

talking to all of them; when in fact he

was talking right over their heads and

only addressing folks with lots of

money to invest—or those who could

get hold of it if the potential for self-

enrichment were sufficiently enormous.

The name of this Prince of Darkness

was Ronald Reagan; and as an actor

himself (with some help from his

predecessor, King James), he really did

get the government off the backs of the

savings and loan "industry" by chang-

ing the industry into a regular pig with

wings. His successor, King George, is

in our days pimping for a sequel to the

Reagan epic: liberation for commercial

banks from those same archaic New
Deal laws. And even though the two

types of institution in olden times

worked by very different rules, the

reigns of Carter, Reagan and Bush span

a single overarching crisis of profitabil-

ity and money-lending that, in coming

at last to a head, has virtually erased

the distinction.

Supply-side economics (which came

to be known as Reaganomics) arose as

an attempt to resolve a long-term crisis

of profitability brought on by U.S.

capitalism's concentration on the "de-

fense industry" or "military-industrial

complex." Nominally, Reaganomics

sought to heap "incentives" on the

capitalist class by facilitating access to

the well-springs of profit—tax breaks

for businesses and the wealthy minor-

ity, among other items. In real terms,

however, this program constituted a

mandate to recoup on a lower aver-

agerate of profit (linked in the U.S. to

a declining share in world markets) by

revising living standards downward;

thus it would free a portion of the

"wages bill" for reabsorption by the

profit-makers (including the withhold-

ing tax, welfare, and housing and other

subsidies).

The owners of the surplus value,

skimmed off the labor of wage-slaves,

calculated this would serve as an ade-

quate stopgap. In liberating capital for-

mation, Reaganomics never touched

the Pentagon budget, nor did it find

anything contradictory in that. This

may help to explain how a tortuous

sort of "fiscal conservatism" swept both

the executive and legislative branches

off their feet, causing a uniquely rose-

colored blindness to afflict them both

and laying the groundwork for what

became "the largest government cover-

up of a financial scandal ever in the

country's history" [The Nation,

11/19/90].*

Supply-side theory

The very savings and loan scandal

itself represents an application of the

same supply-side theory again being

recommended for commercial banks:

Just as [Fernand] St. Germain, [Jake] Garn,

[Richard] Pratt and [M. Danny] Wall ar-

gued that the best way to help zombie

thrifts recover was to remove all regulations

so that they could 'grow out* of their prob-

lems, now Bush, Fed chair Greenspan,
Treasury Secretary Nicholas Brady,

Seidman and others demand that the gov-

ernment dismantle what Seidman calls the

'archaic laws* that for many years have con-

trolled commercial banking. They, too,

want to 'grow out* of their perilous condi-

tion. [The "Nation, 11/19/90]

Savings and loans institutions, before

King Ronald's Miracle, were limited by

law to local financing of single-family

homes and "modest apartments"; they

were also supposed to promote saving

among the "laboring classes"—which is

where they got the now-sardonic name

of "thrifts". Commercial banks do

some of this, too, but they go after

large, relatively short-term loans to

underwrite commercial and govern-

mental activity [Harper's Magazine,

September 1990].**

Savings and loans institutions were

relatively small and modest compared

to banks. They were "home-town" in-

stitutions—mutual associations owned

by their depositors, with a minimum of

400 stockholders, no one of whom
could own more than 10 percent of the

shares, with "control groups" limited to

25 percent and stockholders having to

live within 125 miles of the home of-

fice. This was the case, that is, up un-

til first the Carter and then the Reagan

hacks at the Federal Home Loan Bank

Board (FHLBB) started handing down

regulations that had the effect of deliv-

ering the S&Ls over to real estate de-

velopers, money brokers/launderers

and a bat-cloud of self-dealers.

First the Bank Board (under Jimmy

Carter) reduced the cash reserves re-

quirement (money the S&L could

make readily available on public de-

mand) from five to three percent and

loosened the already somewhat liberal

accounting rules; then it allowed any-

one who could provide the capital to

buy or start a savings and loan. This

had the effect of removing restrictions

on the uses to which a "thrift" could be

put, triggering a wave of new S&L
charter applications by money-sniffing

opportunists. But the new entrepre-

neurs still found themselves confronted

by an obstacle in their drive to make

infinite amounts of money through at-

tracting "brokered deposits" advertis-

ing lucrative interest rates: this ob-

stacle was the legal requirement that

S&Ls make money available for mort-

gage financing.

Free the bankers!
In 1982 Representative Fernand

("Freddy") St. Germain (a Democrat)

and Utah Senator Jake Garn (a Repub-

lican) led the way in liberating them

from servicing specific geographic areas

on a small scale and requiring down

payments for loans. After the Garn-St.

Germain Depository Institutions Act

became law, "thrifts" could devote as

much as 40 percent of their assets to

nonresidential real estate loans and

make consumer loans for as much as 30

percent of assets. Savings and loan

owners could "all but abandon the
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business of home mortgages their

thrifts were designed to provide"

[Harper's Magazine, September 1990],

All of this set in motion one of the

most stupendous spectacles of corrup-

tion yet witnessed in modern history.

With the government off their backs,

savings and loan operators of the new
type acquired dizzying portfolios and

the lifestyles of kings. The S&L lobby

was not caught napping during this

period of entrepreneurial glory, either;

according to "Rcaganaut" Edwin Gray

(who, as chairman of the FHLBB from

1983 to 1987, was treated to an ice-

bath of reality),

The fact is,..when it came to thrift matters

in the Congress, the U.S. League and many
of its affiliates were the de facto govern-
ment. What the League wanted, it got.

What it did not want from Congress, it had
killed...Every single day that I served as

chairman of the Federal Home Loan Bank
Board, the U.S. League was in control of
the Congress as an institution. (The
Nation, 11/19/90]

Meanwhile, the international banks,

benefiting from deposits flowing in

from the Arab oil capitalists making

profits hand over fist with their new-
found "oil weapon," had begun lending

money in the 70s to developing coun-

tries on a truly vast scale—and at very

high rates of interest.

...the S&Ls, with their shabby little billion-

dollar Ponzi schemes,*** couldn't touch
the Ponzi scheme then (and now) in op-
eration among the international bankers,
who had made, by investment hanker Felix

Rohatyn's calculations, a trillion dollars'

worth of shaky loans to gamblers like Nige-
ria, Mexico, Brazil and Argentina.
Rohatyn's description of the situation in

1985 was the purest Ponzi: "A thousand
billion dollars. It's a great deal of money.
And we are on this kind of treadmill where
we have to keep lending more and more
money to these countries [with the loans on
the banks' books as 'assets'] or to these
borrowers in order to maintain a facsimile

of solvency, in order to maintain the capital

of the banking system." [Tfte Nation,

11/1 9/90 J

The chickens came home to roost

after 1985, when the very competent

and conservative international banks

began "quietly" writing off billions and

billions of dollars in loans on which
the principal (not just the interest)

would never be repaid.

Before the Decade of Miracles, the

largest number of S&Ls to fail in a

single year was thirteen; "in the first

three years of [the Reagan] Admini-

stration 435 thrifts were buried and the

first full year of Gray's FHLBB watch

saw the death of another forty-one"

[TheNation, 11/19/90]. The number of

S&Ls in 1980 was 4,500 and has now
sunken below 3,000; it is eventually

expected to level off at 1,500. They
are being swallowed up by bank-like

"super S&Ls" or "superbanks" or else

are being merged (most of them oblivi-

ous to the "small money"). The same

permissive crew of politicians and ad-

ministrators who alternately egged on

and were bought up by the S&L lobby

has wisely reasoned that the funds of

large depositors must be protected at

all costs and has very consistently

posed the debacle as a question of

"passing on the costs" of underwriting

and restructuring the financing of the

federal deposit insurance system to

"taxpayers."

Decline in living standard
This means concretely that workers

will end up having more money with-

held from their pay without a corre-

sponding increase in their wage or sal-

ary rates—a decline in living standards

for everyone but the Well-to-do, and to

the tune of hundreds of billions of dol-

lars spread out over two or three gen-

erations. They also stand to lose their

savings in the short run if the Federal

Deposit Insurance Corporation can't

make good on its mandate to insure

deposits up to $100,000.

Commercial banks have been gorg-

ing at the trough themselves, with the

result that 600 to 700 commercial

banks were predicted in 1990 to fail

over a 42-month period [Atlanta

Constitution, 9/13/90]. During the

Wild 80s nine of the ten largest Texas

banks failed and were bought up by or

merged with out-of-state banks; in

1986 nearly 10 percent of the banks in

the United States were in "serious

trouble"; the percentage of banks los-

ing money had grown to over 1 1 per-

cent in 1990—among them the biggest

banks in the country (Chase Manhat-

tan, Chemical Banking Corporation,

Citicorp); 200 banks failed in 1989,

and 200 more were expected to fail in

1990; and according to a former

FHLBB deputy chief economist, R.

Dan Brumbaugh, speaking on national

television, six major banks were "very

close to true insolvency," while 460

banks with assets of $42 billion had had

losses in each year since 1986 [The

Nation, 11/19/90]. The "conservative"

Reagan government had to nationalize

the Continental Illinois Bank after it

failed in 1984. (All this is quite apart

from any question of the proposed de-

regulation, which would allow banks to

get into any activities they pleased.)

If you have been wondering, from a

human standpoint, how all these ter-

rible-sounding numbers fit in, what

(humanly speaking) they could really

mean, you might try sitting back, relax-

ing and asking what might become of

the incredibly Byzantine thought-proc-

esses of all these people if no one were

required to spend any money to get the

things they needed. That is, if no money
(capital) were required to produce and

distribute wealth and no money (in-

come) were required to obtain goods

and services. Obviously, it doesn't take

any thought to see how utterly non-es-

sential the whole sleazy process of buy-

ing and selling is to human well-being

and survival As big as the numbers

are, and as much energy as the money-

sucking frauds (legal and otherwise)

pour into their aristocratic games, no
oi\q in a world without money—

a

world where all labor was voluntary

and all wealth was produced to satisfy

the needs of the community—would

find it remotely interesting to construct

elaborate sky-castles like these. No
one could find any glory in amassing

huge quantities of things from whose

use they systematically excluded others

and for which they themselves had no
real use.

LJ. Davis, the author of the Harper's

Magazine article cited, encourages us at

the very outset to look no further than

the ends of our noses: "if criminals are
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given easy access to large sums of

money, they will steal, and under such

tempting circumstances even honest

men may be corrupted." This he con-

siders a "basic truth" about human na-

ture. In a way this is true; having to use

money is a corrupting and demeaning

influence on human nature: it is the

symbol of our dehumanization and the

vehicle by which we dehumanize each

other. But Davis doesn't draw the very

logical conclusion that we should abol-

ish the need for money in the first

place—he only thinks we should in-

crease the weight of our chains still

further and make it difficult for indi-

viduals to get unrestricted access to

handling large sums of other people's

money.

Instead of just getting "more and

more incensed," as the Atlanta

Constitution reports [7/31/90], you

might try doing a little brainstorming

and draw up a wish list of things you

might be interested in doing, places

you might be interested in visiting (or

living) or pursuits you might like to

take up... if only you didn't have to

spend all your time "earning a living,"

letting someone else tell you how to

spend your time. As long as capital

rules the world, it is pretty clear that

the likes of us mere human beings

never will learn how to become and

like what we are—that is, what we do.

Whoever makes us do things we would

not otherwise need to do turns us into

persons we really shouldn't be.

Just think... if everyone did this kind

of brainstorming often enough, maybe

even the horrendous news of living

constantly on the brink of multiple

exciting catastrophes—with socially

deficient personalities in charge, foist-

ing their ego-trips on the rest of us

—

would follow capital itself down the

tubes, and we could all be free to be

ourselves once again.

—AD
* "The Looting Decade" by Robert Sherrill.

** "Chronicle of a Debacle Foretold: How
Deregulation Begat the S&.L Scandal" by

L.J. Davis.

*** Referring to a pyramid- type scam invented

by a Boston con man named Charles Ponzi.

REVIEWED!
I Books of interest to socialists

NEITHER FORWARD
NOR BACKWARD,
BUTNOWHERE

Looking Forward: Economics for the

Twenty First Century, Michael Albert

and Robin Hahnel (1991). South End

Press, 116 St* Botolph Street, Boston,

MA02115-

Looking Forward is an interesting— if

not wholly original—attempt to imag-

ine a capitalism stripped so bare of its

recognizable evils it almost looks like

the very abolition of the wages system

itself. Unfortunately, it isn't so radical

and doesn't really claim to be. It harks

back both in spirit and title to Edward

Bellamy's Looking- Backward—2000 to

1887, even borrowing many of its

overall concepts from it. (The same

authors have also put out a companion

volume, The Political Economy of Par-

ticipatory Economics, a "rigorous treat-

ment" of the same ideas, but laced

with arcane equations intended solely

to legitimize them among econo-

mists.) For all that, Looking Forward

has some interest from a number of

theoretical angles.

Capitalism without capitalists?

"We therefore want something like

money," say the authors on page 70,

"to facilitate participatory decision

making and exchange—but we do not

want to introduce the exploitative

evils of capital. Likewise, we want

something like prices to facilitate so-

cial planning by allowing comparisons

of different goods, and also something

like income to allow us to compare the

overall social burden proposed by dif-

ferent consumption bundles. But we

do not want to substitute reductionist

measures for social assessments of the

human dimensions of work and con-

sumption."

The search for concepts equivalent

to those used in the capitalist market-

place, but from which the anti-social

features have been filtered out, is a

vain one. Anything which is "like

money" is performing the functions of

money, and the same goes for any-

thing which is "like prices." Although

the authors don't expressly state they

want "something which is like capi-

tal," passing on money and prices in

this fashion from a capitalist economy

to one based on participation involves

dragging along capital in train.

Things like transactions, costs and

benefits, money and income do not

come without strings attached. As

long as something is performing the

function of capital, the result must

—

can only be—capitalism. We might

recall how the Leninists apologized

profit right out of existence, arguing

that "no one" in the Soviet Union

made a profit, that all "profits" were

mere accounting devices. The wages,

however, were certainly real enough.

Nor did the fact that the nomenklatura

skimmed off the best of the take and

lived in a world apart from the work-

ing class seem to becloud the Leninist's

sense of conviction.

In Looking Forward the authors have

projected a system which abolishes the

overt functions of a market-based sys-

tem, replacing these with equivalents

that disavow their own traditional in-

stitutional patrimony: banks, insur-

ance companies, brokerage houses, all

become collapsed into "facilitation

boards." All the basic outlines of mar-

ketplace functions remain in place,

but in a reassembled form, with redi-

rected interconnections and a trans-

formed dynamic. The picture all this

presents is, one must concede, vastly

more humane than the theories of any

of today's glib mouthpieces for capital-

ism—but one could pay a similar com-

pliment to Adam Smith or David

Ricardo. The reality is hidden impene-

trably from view, because the data nec-
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essary for interpreting the picture from

the model are lacking.

Common ownership and
self-managed workplaces

"Facilitation boards" replace compa-

nies and governments, act as planning

agencies and "facilitate" rounds of ne-

gotation or bargaining based on initial

proposals by workers as consumers and

citizens. The authors call this "itera-

tion," from the repetition of succes-

sively modified proposals fed into the

information network by all partici-

pants.

The iteration facilitation boards (IFBs) use

knowledge of last year's plan, productive

investments, changes in the labor force and
estimates of necessary 'slack* to predict to-

tal output and translate this into average

consumption and work loads. Each indi-

vidual thus has an idea of what a fair con*

sumption request and fair work proposal

would be (p 82).

To give a genuinely anti-market

production system its maximum flexi-

bility, however, the system would

have to be production- or labor-ori-

ented, with an open-ended job struc-

ture that would allow for all contin-

gencies in the gamut of working and

living experiences* Trying to figure in

a series of negotiated balances ("itera-

tions") between work and consump-

tion is a bit too close to the market

system in a preoccupation with ques-

tions of supply and demand.

Beyond the technical aspects looms

the unresolved question: who owns
the means of production in a partici-

patory economy as described in this

book? Clearly, no private "actors" do

(that is, individuals or corporate enti-

ties). But do the workers? Does the

community? Everyone is theoretically

a "worker." The authors make various

oblique references on the fly to coun-

tries and "societies" in the same way as

one would speak of "national capi-

tals," yet they also use a more aboli-

tionist rhetoric (there is no money or

government in the sense we know it).

There being no more national cur-

rency (as we know it) in a participa-

tory economy, the concept of interna-

tional trade will presumably give way

to iteration on a world scale, with any

modifications necessary. But because

"citizens" must propose a limit to their

"income" (reinforced by "peer pres-

sure"), they very definitely do not

have the status of co-owners of the

means of production*

Income (as we know it) acts as a

limit on consumption and is based on

the ownership of commodities; its in-

troduction is a manifestation of com-

modity production. Even though ev-

eryone becomes reduced to the status

of worker-citizen (or consumer), the

commodity character of production is

retained by virtue of the income limit

(justified by invoking the "scarcity" of

individual and collective resources),

and therefore the class character of

production is dispersed but not sup-

pressed.

This limit testifies to the continued

dependence of the worker on selling

his or her working abilities—except

that the market has been supplanted

by a process of iteration. The owner-

ship function reverts to "the commu-
nity," but this community now func-

tions as a control center for the econ-

omy; i.e., as an equivalent for the fig-

ure of the capitalist operating in the

marketplace. The "participatory

economy" thus comes as close as you

can get to "capitalism without capital-

ists," even gaining in plausibility

through its solemn burial of all traces

of capital. The separation of the pro-

ducers from the means of production

does not, unfortunately, go away.

Do the antagonisms and collisions

of capitalist society go away either?

The room allowed for false starts and

anomalous results in the iteration

process leads one to suspect that turf

battles between "actors" is a distinct

possibility—always respecting, of

course, the rhetoric of participation.

The potential for the growth of some

new form of encrusted proceduralism

(as a replacement for the capitalist's

obsession with the bottom line) that

this seems to hint at could be the per-

fect basis for a rationale justifying a

"capitalistic" indifference to the real

concerns of human beings. (Granted,

this is a trap-door hypothesis—but it is

there.)

Scarcity as a criterion

The question of who shall deter-

mine what and how much must be

produced—when, where, how, by

whom and why—the authors pose as a

series of interrelated "investment" de-

cisions in which all the different facili-

tation boards play a key role: "Which

projects are worth doing and which

are not? What order should they be

done in? And how fast should we
tackle the list, which is to say, how
much present consumption are we
willing to sacrifice for future benefit?"

(p 121)

Like Bellamy, Albert and Hahnel

attempt to make use of conventional

economic concepts (money, capital,

investment and so on) for subversive

purposes but only end up demonstrat-

ing how useless (and certainly redun-

dant) those concepts are for human
purposes. This affects just how radical

their participatory economic system

can actually be. The statement

quoted implies the concept of income.

If we assume income limits for individ-

ual consumption, then of course we
will have to assume them for wealth

production as well. This is the logic of

the marketplace.

A true anti-market production sys-

tem (which uses no money in any

sense of the term—and also does not

depend on bargaining goods and serv-

ices in a spirit of exchanging one value

against another) does not assume

these limits. The circulation of value

is a jaded expression of the exploita-

tion of labor by capital, and a really

"post-capitalist" society will not fea-

ture it—or anything "like" it. For

people to be able to "share" resources,

they must do so as owners,—which

they cannot do if they occupy the dual

role of worker (employee) and con-

sumer (a "citizen" having an "in-

come"). The capitalist is a beneficiary

of production for profit: an owner/

controller of processes of production,
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but not generally a participant in

them. Workers who manage

workplaces as income-limited con-

sumers are not occupying the same

role of beneficiary; they are rather

moderating the impact of those proc-

esses by eliminating the role of the

capitalist as beneficiary.

The only way to effectively elimi-

nate the evils of capitalism is to elimi-

nate the system of wage exploitation

on which it hinges. Retaining limits

on income means retaining a concep-

tual equivalent for wages. The object

cannot be simply to do a better job at

running a system of production for ex-

change than did workers employed by

the capitalist beneficiaries of the

wages system. Production can support

all demands made on it based on need

(and the definition of need is wide

rather than narrow); equity is both a

logical criterion which the critic is

driven to embrace in accepting limits

and a poor substitute for freedom of

choice.

The "limits" imposed by ecologically

sound planning are only limits in the

capitalist sense—from a human per-

spective, they are part of the defini-

tion of needs. (Defining means limit-

ing, so that defining needs requires no

externally imposed limits. Resources

are only "limited" in the market sense;

those who—on the contrary—make
wise use of them do not experience

them as limited but as abundant. We
could make similar remarks about how
the authors have consumers estimate

the "sacrifice" to which workers must

go in fulfilling consumption requests.)

Work as satisfaction

In spite of their repeated quotations

from William Morris, the authors

don't seem to view work as quin-

tessential^ a pleasure. For example,

after we have finished wading through

all the calculations, meetings and

readjustments of the iteration process,

does the following description give the

impression of a carefree (or at least

mellow) lifestyle?

...for an individual to work nonaverage

hours in a given period and not disrupt a

humane balance of job complexes, he or

she could diminish or increase his or her

hours worked at all tasks in the same pro-

portion. Each individual could then re-

ceive from his or her workplace an indica-

tor of average labor hours expended as an

accurate indicator of work effort contrib-

uted. Over a sufficient period, whenever a

person's indicator was high (low) com-
pared to the social average, the individual

would have contributed more (less) to the

social product and would be entitled to ask

for more (less) consumption now or at

some later date. Accounting money in-

come thus equates to real socially average

labor hours (p 71).

This borrows in a somewhat retro-

grade fashion from the concept of la-

bor vouchers
—

"from each according

to ability, to each according to labor."

(Bellamy had everyone give The Na-

tion their "best effort" or face draco-

nian consequences.) Seeing exploita-

tion as a merely unfair and abusive or-

ganization or distribution of work

causes the authors to build a philo-

sophically complete system that only

becomes more involved and compli-

cated as they proceed. While the con-

cept of balanced work complexes is a

salutary idea that society may take up

in the absence of the profit motive (or

in opposition to it), pegging these

complexes to an average number of

hours worked per individual at each

workplace and then relating them to a

social average smacks of suggesting an

Now Available

equivalent for paying employees.

If the cornerstone of participatory

economics were each person's ability

to do various kinds of work as a means

of helping to satisfy everyone's needs,

neither production nor consumption

would be measured against each other.

Pleasure, not equity, would be the

guiding light of the system. A system

of production for use will evolve in the

direction of making work a pleasure

once again (as Morris thought). From

time to time throughout the book,

work is referred to as a sacrifice of

pleasure (from the standpoint of con-

sumption), suggesting that promoting

equity is not directly pleasurable and

could even be a real pain.

Factoring out the ability to

exploit labor-power

Albert and Hahnel may reduce

prices to the status of indicators, but

they don't reject the concept alto-

gether (p 91). Prices form the units of

information by which the different

participants in the "social iterative

process" of balancing supply and de-

mand communicate with each other.

Goods and services do not have a

price in the sense of requiring a pay-

ment of some sort; prices are used to

tell everyone what they can expect to

get as they cycle and recycle their job

and consumption proposals through

successive stages of "iteration."

In other words, prices are OK (they

function "equitably") if everyone has

input into what "prices" are set; and

how society goes about setting them

affects their systemic characteristics.

Traditional and "improved" (planned)

varieties of capitalism (Albert and

Hahnel's "coordinatorism") both re-

quire money prices, whereas a partici-

patory economy eliminates the need

for the concept of payment... well,

almost. The whole problem with this

approach, as stated above, is that price

reflects value, and value is the prop-

erty of commodities. Commodities

are the building blocks of market sys-

tems. Everything will not be OK if
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only everyone can have input into

configuring the price structure: the

first ominous sign of potential trouble

is that "there is pressure...on con-

sumer councils to limit consumption

to roughly average per capita value."

The benevolence of the actors to-

ward their own system is not a suffi-

cient condition for making it work.

Force has to be applied—but this will

only differentiate an anti-market from

a market system if the force applied is

already built into the structure of pro-

duction itself, if it cannot be applied

by one group or another. This force is

in fact built into the market system,

since the requirement of owning com-

modities compels individuals to en-

force a distribution of wealth based on
it and to behave accordingly; market

systems turn a cold shoulder on and a

deaf ear to any actions that take ex-

ception to this. Capitalism itself

doesn't require the benevolence of

capitalists toward each other. It cer-

tainly doesn't run on a fuel of equity.

A distribution of wealth based on
free access to the means of life compels

people to share the wealth because it

renders individual ownership of the

means of production (commodity

ownership of productive goods and

services) meaningless. Production for

profit—the core of the market sys-

tem—means just what it says: if the

owner of the productive commodities

cannot see a profit in producing

wealth, no production will be under-

taken. In a system of free access,

maintained through an understanding

of the stakes involved, the profit mo-

tive (and all that flows from it) lacks

any point of departure. No one is able

to impose inequitable conditions on

anyone else because the power to de-

prive others of their means of subsis-

tence has been factored out of the sys-

tem altogether—by the design of its

architects, the members of society act-

ing together as part of a world commu-
nity.

The qualitative change of replacing

one system (capitalism) with another

(socialism) requires a change of basis,

not merely of rules; participatory eco-

nomics, as outlined here, only seeks to

reorganize an already capitalized pro-

duction system, proposing to make it

function "equitably" by radically revis-

ing the rules, even to the extent of

making the accumulation of "scarce"

productive resources optional. But it

is precisely this presumption of "scar-

city" that makes these resources an

equivalent form of capital.

Enterprise and workplace

We can't know how a world without

money will organize its wealth produc-

tion, but one thing that seems fairly

obvious is that enterprises as we know
them will become history once no one

has to work for a living anymore. This

makes one suspect that a participatory

economy (as in Looking Forward)

would not in fact eliminate the con-

straints capitalism places on produc-

tion:

...if Northstart workers request and re-

ceive significant workplace changes that

dramatically improve quality of worklife at

Northstart, this benefit will eventually be

shared with other workers. How much
work anyone does away from his or her
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main workplace depends on the quality of

work differentials between that main
workplace and society's average (p 98).

Note the phrase, "main workplace."

This raises the question, how would

participatory economics confront an

availability of labor power that simply

overwhelmed the operating require-

ments of all workplace facilities put

together? Capitalism—with its artifi-

cially engineered "scarcity" of re-

sources—implies one ratio of world

population to labor, based on profit for

the few. Producing and distributing

wealth on that basis "freezes" positions

into the hard form of jobs.

The concept of jobs, in other words,

is pegged to a pattern of output and

distribution associated with the pov-

erty of the majority; multiplying jobs

to give everyone around the world ac-

cess to comfortable and decent living

conditions amounts therefore to little

more than achieving a condition of

full employment and devising an

idealized agenda for capitalist develop-

ment. A "main" workplace is a job,

after all, albeit one that has been re-

configured into a "balanced job com-

plex." A socialist economy (operating

without even the use of "personal

'credit card' computers") implies a

relatively productive workforce—but

who makes up that workforce? If the

entire population of the world can, by

turns, produce an abundance of the

things it needs, with a surplus gov-

erned by both long- and short-term

necessity, the notion of "jobs" be-

comes hopelessly anachronistic.

There arc just too many hands for too

little work.

An economy based on the job-con-

cept would not be free, in any event,

to respond to the variable pressures

that will predictably be exerted on so-

ciety by the needs of the world's popu-

lation. It would be tied to fixed scales

of production and consumption that

would hamper the continual re-nego-

tiation of resource flows between lo-

calities and regions. The "job" also

retains its odor of sacrifice and pain

even under the most humane condi-

tions:
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Thus, when innovations significantly di*

minish the hurdensomeness of work at one

plant, the result, after job balancing com-

mittees have time to assess the change, is

that each employee spends fewer hours

there and more hours elsewhere* Innova-

tions that make Northstart work relatively

more pleasurable will change the time

Northstart workers work there and else-

where. So because of the principle that all

workers enjoy comparable overall job re-

sponsibilities, gains accruing from North-

start investments manifest themselves in

slightly improved conditions for all workers

rather than in dramatically improved con-

ditions only for Northstart employees (p

98). [My emphasis]

Income, prices, transactions

The authors have an awkward prob-

lem (which they admit to leaving un-

solved) suggesting how society might

bring about the participatory economy

they describe. This is not too surpris-

ing once you understand that they are

simply looking at all the things that

are wrong with capitalism and reason-

ing backwards to mentally rearrange

the system so it will cease to "malfunc-

tion," The resulting schema thus be-

comes something to sell people on

rather than the outcome of their bitter

experience leavened by an insurgent

and irrepressible sense of humanity.

The authors use the example of a

"third world" publishing house, Simon

Bolivar, and its evolution through

capitalist and "coordinator" (state-

capitalist) changes of regime to illus-

trate how hierarchies in the workplace

relate to the class division in society

(p44).

This seems to imply that partici-

patory economics translates as high-

level subsistence—where workers

get paid enough to live on, but with-

out their employers determining who
is worth how much. In describing

"the transition from coordinator to

participatory economics," they

make a reference to "lower-paid"

workers. This of course means wages,

and incomes tied to work performed

reflect the operations of the market-

place: the buying and selling of com-

modities, in particular of people's

working abilities.

The transition "to" a participatory

economy seemingly begins from a

point within the wages system, then.

Removing the element of hierarchy

from work is certainly a key feature of

a post-market economy; but the au-

thors seem to be saying that this is

enough to rid society of social classes.

The appropriate place to begin

eradicating class distinctions is at the

heart of the system of production,

where capital reproduces itself

through the formation of surplus

value. This eradication is a once-only

act, historically unique and fatal to

the whole market cycle. The problem

of the "transition" is one of education

before getting to this point, not of

consciousness-raising "on the job."

Workers need to know that capital is

an undesirable factor in the pro-

duction process, that the consequence

of eliminating the basis for its forma-

tion—the payment of wages—will be

the immediate introduction of a

moneyless economy, and that reor-

ganization of the economy inherited

from the capitalist marketplace will

inexorably follow whether anyone

wants it to or not. (This is an admit-

tedly schematic way of

presenting it, since

workers will in

all likelihood al-

ready be trying

out or pro-

jecting their

own reorgan-

ization plans

anyhow.)

The ultimate fatality resulting from

a revolution in thought and experi-

ence which proceeds this way will be

the concept of "income" itself. The

elimination of hierarchy as an organ-

izing principle will simply impose it-

self as something unavoidably neces-

sary for a system aimed at satisfying

human needs even to work.

—AR

I

ON SECOND THOUGHT
From the Western Socialist

The object ofproduction under social-

ism will be to fulfill the needsofeveryone

in as pleasurable a way as possible - Occu-

pations that cause suffering or injure

health will be abandoned as, under such

a society, people will be reasonable and

will prefer todo without those things, the

production ofwhich causes suffering. On
the other hand, as the human brain is

infinite in its capacity for invention,

society will foster the contrivance of all

means to eliminate danger, disease and

ugliness from productive operations.

Now-a-days inventions are not put to use

unless the owners ofthe means ofproduc-

tion can make profit out of the use of

them, because profit is the motive of

production today and things are only

produced if they are expected to bring

profit. Under socialism no one will reap

a profit from the use of inventions be-

cause things will only be produced be-

cause they are useful ; the profi t motive

will have been eliminated. The good of

the people wilt be the motive and the

stimulus, and inventors will be free to

contrive to their hearts* content, con-

scious of the fact that their means of

living will be assured. Personal satisfac-

tionand the approbation oftheir fellows,

the most powerful incentives of all, will

be their fitting reward.

Under socialism the ugly factories in

ugly surroundings will disappear, as will

also the ugly houses and ugly slums. The
whole of the people owning and control-

ling their own means of production will

have a mutual interest in making work

and jiving conditions as pleasant as it is

possible for humanity to make them.

Making things will not longer be mo-

notonous toil but will become the pleas-

ure that people take in making things for

their own satisfaction.

—"A Qlimpse at Socialism,"

April 1947
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Burned out and six feet under

The Centers for Disease Control

(CDC) discovered a while back that

homicide tops the list of occupational

hazards causing job-related deaths

amongwomen in the U.S. "Violence is

a contagious disease," as H.G. Wells

once said. On average, 158 female

wage-slaves in the U.S. lose their lives

each year serving the capitalist class.

The CDC's National Institute for Oc-

cupational Safety and Health division

chalks up this phenomenon to women
working in retail sector jobs and to a

lack of safety precautions like better

lighting, safer cash handling, bullet-

proof barricades and the like. Despite

their medical expertise, they are being

most unscientific in distinguishing

symptoms from causes in this morbid-

ity. Even Mahatma Gandhi had a bet-

ter grasp of cause and effect, as we can

see from his diagnosis: "Poverty is the

worst form of violence."

So long as we live in a society where

one must buy life's necessities, there

will always be a desperate compulsion to

acquire money by any means possible.

Why are women in this dangerous posi-

tion ofconfronting desperate robbers to

begin with? The same reason. Like

their killers, they too must make the ac-

quisition ofmoney a top priority to live

in this capitalist set-up. For the ruling

(capitalist) class will have it no other

way. No reform or precaution will

change this objective fact of competi-

tive society. It can't help but breed

violence and death.

Dr. Catherine Bell, an epidemiologist

with the CDC, alluded to the trends in

the sexual division of labor as a contrib-

uting factor. She inadvertently indicted

the conditions of labor in general as a

systematic killer of the working class.

"Part of it may be thatwomen tend to be

employed in places where the risk of

homicide is elevated instead of places

where they are likely to be electrocuted

or crushed or killed in traffic accidents."

Right to self-obliteration
Life's little career trade-offs! You can

risk being murdered at the cash register,

or you can utilize your "right" to equal

employment and increase your chances

of being electrocuted, crushed or wiped

out in a traffic accident! Only in a free

(to exploit) society can such challeng-

ing choices of self-obliteration be put

before us. The CDC report finds that

most on-the-job fatalities involve male

workers dying from the above-men-

tioned non-homicidal causes. Whether
from a robber's gun or a boss's job re-

quirement, the end result is the same.

Violence at the workplace is clearly a

problem symptomatic of the class op-

pression of both sexes in general. It is

the quest for profits that makes produc-

tion (and work generally) a life-threat-

ening activity. It is the artificially

imposed poverty that compels the work-

ing class to run the gauntlet daily. Each

day many are struck down. The hazard-

ous conditions in which this takes place

are only symptomatic ofthe disease, not

the cause of it. The disease is capital-

ism.

Capitalism, with its parasitic ruling

class that owns and controls the means

and instruments of production: sub-

jecting the overwhelming majority to

inhuman conditions like violent com-

petition, pay-as-you-go insecure hous-

ing, second-rate food, dangerous daily

amounts of stress. The list of these

symptoms could go on and on; capital-

ism creates countless avenues of misery

for the human condition.

The cure for this ailment is socialism,

and it begins with socialist conscious-

ness. The administration of this cure

includes you. Your clinic is the World

Socialist movement. With enough

house calls and mass innoculations, we
can witness the eradication of this

morbid scourge in our lifetimes!

—WJ Lawrimore

Continued from last page

the military—the legendary "peace

dividend"—now that the end of the

Cold War has pushed the military-in-

dustrial complex out on a very shaky

limb.

No stake in their wars
Workers the world over—including

anyone who works for anyone else and

gets paid for it, or who would work if

the market let them—have no stake in

fighting wars for their employers. No
one has a stake in exposing himself or

herself to the material possibility of

death, disease, poisoning or mutilation

(or other violent outcomes)—let alone

inflicting these on total strangers.

Even psychopathic killers (excepting

those who run the machinery of state)

don't have a "stake" in destroying their

victims—and neither do workers given

military uniforms to wear.

But more than that, people who in

their capitalist-system incarnation

have to work to get money do have a

stake in creating a world order that re-

ally is new, and one that completely

transcends any projects their employers

may have in mind: one based on com-

mon ownership of the means of

production, globally, with production

for use, not profit. The promised

"peace dividend" is a weak and ironic

echo of the needs capitalism paves over

with its ambitious, dehumanizing proj-

ects. Even in the absence of war, the

mind-wasting automatism of the wages

system exacts a terrible toll not just in

terms of health, sanity and options

foregone but also in terms of generat-

ing anti-social models of behavior such

as racism, sexism and homophobia.

Even without war between capitalist

states, the chronic war between the

classes that passes for "peace" in the

propaganda system destroys lives in

numerous partial ways. In a world

without wages, no one will be a

"worker" because no one will be a boss;

when you go to another country, you

won't have to show anyone either a

passport or the barrel of a gun. Nobody
will be obliged to meet interesting

people and kill them.

—AD
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As the second world war

drew to a close, the United

States had already conceived a

new order for the post-war

world: one which it dominated as

the pre-eminent super-power. Docu-

ments and statements of the period al-

low us to piece together the existence

of such an outlook. The completely

intact infrastructure of the U.S.,

coupled with the devastation wrought

on its competitors in Europe and the

Soviet Union and the emerging nu-

clear weapons technology, produced a

breezy sense of world supremacy within

the capitalist class.

Ironically, the formation of a "de-

fense industry" (a permanent war sec-

tor) in the economy of the United

States was the very factor that ensured

the prosperity of its two former ene-

mies, Germany and Japan, But success

did not come without its price:

For 40 years the American economy hasn't

had to function without this crutch, and no
one really knows whether it can. Defense

dollars underwrote the development of

computers, electronics, telecommunications

and lots of other high-tech research, but

relying on the Pentagon as a major buyer
may also have contributed to the deteriora-

tion of American manufacturing. ["Pro-

tecting the Pentagon," William Greider in

Rolling Stone, 10/4/90 (excerpted in Utne
Reader March/April 1991).

Gun-for-hire
And so hegemony came at last in

1991, but only when the decisive pe-

riod for building on it had already

passed. The U.S. is now officially

hanging out its shingle as the world's

Gun-for-Hire. "The Pentagon," says

an Associated Press writer in the Bos-

ton Gbbe (3/9/92), "wants to keep the

United States as the world's only

superpower and dissuade Japan, the Eu-

ropean Community and other powers

from challenging its international

dominance, The New York Times re-

ported yesterday... the US mission will

be partly 'convincing potential com-

petitors that they need not aspire to a

greater role or pursue a more aggressive

posture to protect their legitimate in-

terests."'

If anyone thought the end of the

BushsKampf
I||I(read His lips!) BJ2|
Hitler's

conceal-

ment of

his aims

and his

use of ap-

pealing
propa-
g an da
slogans
("peace
policy")

deceived

w e II -

wishers

domestically

and abroad
for a long

time, to the

point of sanc-

tioning the

crises he en-

gineered
(even though

with some
disapproval

of his meth-

ods; Munich

conference,

9/29/38).

Hitler, however, viewed these out-

| comes as mere stages in a progres-

sion leading up to war. (Der Volks Brockhaus

(1 981), "Hitler," p 343)

Cold War meant anything approach-

ing nuclear disarmament, let them eat

warheads! "The document also says

[the writer continues] the United

States must continue to aim nuclear

arms at 'those assets and capabilities

that current—and future—Russian

leaders or other nuclear adversaries

value most/" The newness of this

world order is in any event question-

able, since the Pentagon document re-

ported in the Times frets over the

provocation of an "unwanted Japanese

response."

Z Magazine's February 1991 "Gulf

Report: Why War" lists the following

two items, notable for both their cyni-

cism and their candor

—

[Item #1:] In the London Financial Times
of November 21 [1990], a respected com-
mentator describes the Gulf crisis as a "wa-
tershed event in U.S. international rela-

tions," which will be seen in history as hav-

ing "turned the U.S. military into an inter-

nationally financed public good/' In the

1990s, he continues, "there is no realistic

alternative [to] the U.S. military assuming a

more explicitly mercenary role than it has

played in the past. [Item #2:] The finan-

cial editor of the Chicago Tribune recently

put the point less delicately: we must ex-

ploit our "virtual monopoly in the security

market...as a lever to gain funds and eco-

nomic concessions*' from Germany and Ja-

pan. The U.S. has "cornered the West's se-

curity market" and will therefore be "the

world's rent-a-cops."

Not bad for a country whose Maxi-

mum Leader was at about the same

time playing on everyone's patriotic

heartstrings to aim them as

killers at the workers of Iraq

and their "second Hitler,"

Saddam Hussein! Despite

the absurdity of the comparison,

the Rush administration in certain re-

spects finds itself a far better-qualified

claimant to heir-apparent of the Nazis

than any of its client dictators.

The Blitzkrieg concept
As the Gulf war demonstrates, the

Blitzkrieg concept has become the cor-

nerstone of a policy for holding down

or annihilating one's thieving com-

petitors in struggles for the control of

markets. And what—functionally

speaking—is the difference between

the unprecedented weapons stockpil-

ing of the Reagan-Bush era and the

Nazi rearmament preceding world war

two? (Quantity, perhaps?) Like their

Nazi counterparts in the Spanish civil

war, the American Republicrats wel-

comed an opportunity to test some

nifty new megadeath systems with po-

litically safe "near-nuclear" capabilities

on Iraq's captive (sub-human) popula-

tion.

It takes a capitalist imagination to

devise plans like these, and a capitalist

discipline applied with the full force of

a fine-tuned propaganda system. It is

the diseased thought processes of the

capitalist class that turn ordinary

people into depraved enemies intent

on committing mass murder. The
same capitalist imagination skews the

picture so selectively that individuals

who commit mass murder without per-

mission from the authorities are branded

as enemies of society (and the state),

whereas those who actually refuse to

commit it upon command (as consci-

entious objectors) often get either ig-

nored or imprisoned for their pains.

The demolition of Iraq had not only

the objective of assuring U.S. control

of oil supplies in the Middle East re-

gion and the legitimation of the

Pentagon's new role as Rent-a-General

Headquarters, but also the deflation of

any public demands for downscaling
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